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Abstract
Optical reflectometry techniques are very useful instrument in optical communication systems and optical
sensing networks. The fault location and fiber loss which are important factors for optical link diagnosis
are analyzed by the means of optical reflectometry techniques and in optical sensing networks
reflectometry techniques are used as a tool to sense the change in temperature/strain or vibration. Spatial
resolution and sensitivity are the two essential factors to evaluate the performance of optical reflectometry
techniques. Sensitivity sets a limit up to where measurements can be performed and spatial resolution is a
precision parameter which tells how close two events can be detected separately. Despite of poor
sensitivity and low spatial resolution the optical time domain reflectometry technique (OTDR) is the
mainly used reflectometry technique because of long measurement range. On the other hand optical
frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) has higher spatial resolution and better sensitivity but its practice
is limited to short length measurements. The laser phase noise is the main reason for short length
measurement limitation in OFDR, as measurement range exceeds the laser coherence length the phase
noise increases significantly and degrades the signal to noise ratio (SNR) to an undetectable level. In this
research a new type of OFDR called double sideband phase noise canceled OFDR (DSB-PNC OFDR) is
proposed in which laser phase noise is canceled out which made measurements beyond coherence length
possible. The proposed method is simpler in configuration and does not require cumbersome
computational processing. The proposed OFDR uses double sideband suppressed carrier (DSB-SC)
modulation to cancel the laser phase noise. DSB-SC modulation creates two sidebands and when the sweep
frequency is applied they are swept in opposite directions, the swept DSB-SC modulated signal is used as
OFDR signal. After detection, two sidebands of DSB-SC modulated signal has equal phase noise but
opposite in sign, therefore by separating two sidebands and multiplying them with each other cancel out
the laser phase noise and remaining term is only beat frequency. The proposed method can be deployed in
two sorts of arrangements heterodyne detection and phase diversity detection. The heterodyne detection
works well if break point is located over far distance, however, if the break point is located over short
distance the phase noise is not completely canceled out because of spectral fold back phenomenon. Phase
diversity detection technique can be used as a solution to heterodyne detection spectrum fold back problem
because fold back of spectrum phenomenon does not occur in phase diversity detection. The proposed
method had been demonstrated by the means of experiments. In one of the demonstrations two break
points 10 cm far from each other were detected in a short (120 m) and long fiber (20 km) using phase
diversity detection technique. Both lengths of fiber were beyond the laser coherence length (100 m) where
phase noise has significant influence. Furthermore, the high spatial resolution achievability of the

proposed OFDR was also demonstrated by measuring the fiber temperature dependence with good
accuracy in a 1 km long fiber with a laser of 100 m coherence length.
Chromatic dispersion affects in the transmission optical fiber are treated as one of the impairments for the
overall performance. In order to design a system which can compensate chromatic dispersion affects in
the fiber link, it is required to have a precise knowledge about chromatic dispersion of the optical fiber.
Phase shift method and sideband modulation are the two well-known methods for accurate chromatic
dispersion measurement in the optical fiber. However, both mentioned methods are the two end methods
which means both ends of the optical fiber are required to be accessible. In a scenario where optical fiber
is already deployed as a part of transmission network it is always not possible to have access to both ends
of the fiber. In such a condition measuring chromatic dispersion using OTDR is preferred because it is a
one end measurement technique. Nevertheless, chromatic dispersion measurement accuracy of OTDR is
not well appreciated because of poor spatial resolution. In this research a new method to measure
chromatic dispersion with higher accuracy in long optical fibers is proposed. The proposed method uses
DSB-PNC OFDR which can perform measurements in the long optical fiber beyond the laser coherence
length with good spatial resolution. It was demonstrated that the proposed method can measure chromatic
dispersion in a 50 km long fiber link made up of two 20 km and one 10 km long dispersion shifted fibers.
The chromatic dispersion of each fiber segment was measured in connected and detached fashion. The
obtained results from proposed method were compared with phase shift method and a close match was
observed. The achieved spatial resolution was 7.9 mm and chromatic dispersion with accuracy as good as
±0.096 ps/nm/km was measured. Moreover, in order to show proposed method can measure chromatic
dispersion in other types of the fiber, chromatic dispersion in a 25 km long standard single mode fiber was
also measured with accuracy ±0.076 ps/nm/km.
OFDR is better known for its high spatial resolution capability. The spatial resolution in OFDR is limited
by the frequency sweep span through this formula ∆𝑙 =

𝑐
2𝑛∆𝑓

where ∆𝑓 is the sweep frequency span. In

some situations the available sweep span is limited by the bottlenecks imposed by the present electronics,
which restricts the achievable spatial resolution. In this research a novel method to increase the available
frequency sweep span up to 3-times is proposed which ultimately resulted in enhanced spatial resolution
up to 3- times. The proposed method uses degenerated (FWM) with DSB-SC modulation. Usually FWM
uses three laser sources (2 pumps and one signal) and this results in increased phase noise up to 3- times.
The proposed method to increase frequency sweep span through FWM is using only one laser source
which resulted in preserved coherence length because phase noise is not increased. Two side bands created
by DSB-SC modulation are treated as two separate signals and when they travel through a non-linear

medium it results in generation of two new frequencies called FWM signals. When the sweep frequency
is applied two sidebands are swept in opposite direction, as a result if sidebands are moved one unit in
frequency, the FWM signals are moved 3-units because frequency difference between two sidebands
increased by two times. The proposed frequency span broadening method can be used with ordinary OFDR
arrangement and as well as DSB-PNC OFDR arrangement. The feasibilities of the proposed method are
demonstrated by the means of experiments, around 3.4 cm spatial resolution was achieved in ordinary
OFDR with only 1 GHz sweep span which corresponds to 10.2 cm spatial resolution. Moreover, phase
noise cancelation with enhanced spatial resolution in DSB-PNC OFDR was also demonstrated by
canceling the laser phase noise in a 10 km long fiber and achieving spatial resolution around 8.4 cm with
only 400 MHZ sweep span which corresponds to 25.2 cm spatial resolution.
Wavelength converters are used in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks for efficient use
of wavelength resources. In presence of vast variety of modulation formats it became a requirement for
network to deploy a wavelength conversion scheme which can work over all types of signal formats. In
this research, a new demonstration about format independency of a wavelength conversion method based
on OSSB (optical single sideband) modulation array wave guide (AWG) is also presented. The proposed
scheme to increase frequency sweep span was inspired by this demonstration.
Laser phase noise is an intrinsic impairment which is linked with the presence of spectral band in the
emitted light. The measurement of the laser phase noise can reveal the spectral linewidth of the laser source
and laser linewidth information is essential in many situations. In this research a new method to estimate
the laser phase noise is also proposed. The proposed method of laser phase noise estimation is an extension
of DSB-PNC OFDR method. As described above the two detected sidebands in DSB-PNC OFDR had
equal phase noise but opposite in sign, therefore if phases of two separated sidebands are estimated through
signal processing and then subtracting estimated phases from each other will cancel out the beat frequency
and remaining term will be purely the laser phase noise. Estimated phase noise can be used in other
applications such as the laser linewidth measurement and it can be again used to cancel the laser phase
noise in OFDR. If the estimated laser phase noise is multiplied with the one of the channel which has equal
but opposite phase noise, it can cancel laser phase noise. With the help of experiment it is shown that the
proposed method of phase noise estimation can estimate the laser phase noise correctly, it was proved by
using the estimated phase noise to cancel laser phase noise in OFDR and detecting the breakpoint in a 20
km long fiber with 100 m coherence length laser. There are some advantages of canceling laser phase
noise using estimated phase noise instead of multiplying two channels. Laser phase noise cancelation using
estimated phase noise have same beat frequency as the original one therefore it does not require higher
sampling rate, however, multiplication process converts the beat frequency to twice of the original value,

because of doubled beat frequency the minimum required sampling rate was also twice and minimum four
times of the original beat frequency in order to fulfil Nyqusit rate requirement. Higher sampling rate
required high speed ADC and additional noises because of high sampling rate were not favorable for
overall results. Moreover higher sampling rate requirement degrades the spatial resolution between two
𝑐𝑓

𝑠
points as is calculated by ∆𝑙 = 4𝑛𝛽𝑁
, where fs is the sampling frequency of A/D converter and N is the

length of data point.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
1.1 Background and problem statement
Optical fiber has enormous capabilities and is applied in a vast variety of industries ranging from
telecommunication, medical, military, data storage, networking and broadcast industry. Optical fiber
attracted a tremendous attention for past four decades and it has been remained a hot topic for researchers
in all round the world, which resulted in many breakthroughs related to enhancement of optical fiber
capabilities and solving bottlenecks hindering its practice. Optoelectronics industry is of another
importance for making optical components easily available at steadily reduced cost.
High bandwidth, which corresponds to higher data rate [1] and low transmission loss, which guarantees
better signal to noise ratio (SNR) over long distance makes optical fiber an ideal candidate to be used in
high speed communication network [1,2,3]. Optical fiber is also immune to external electromagnetic
interference as it carries signal in the optical form unlike its electrical counterparts. The refractive index
of optical fiber core varies as the temperature or strain applied is changed, which makes it sensitive towards
external perturbations like temperature, strain or vibration and opens up another window of application
for optical fiber to be used as a sensor. The quality of robustness, which allows optical fiber to be used in
harsh conditions and ability to perform distributed sensing make it a better choice over conventional
electrical sensors [4]. Presently, optical fiber sensing is one of the actively researched topic in the field of
optical fiber.
In order to diagnose or test the performance of an optical fiber link in the transmission network and optical
components requires a sophisticated technique and it is known as reflectometry technique [5]. By means
of reflectometry technique, we can obtain optical fiber loss [6] and fiber break point location information,
which are essential parameters to keep a network healthy and uninterrupted. The basic working principle
of the reflectometry technique is to inject light signal from one end of the optical fiber and inhomogeneity
of fiber core reflects a fraction of input light signal back to the sending end (backscattered) throughout the
fiber. The detection of backscattered light signal and its analysis based on the type of reflectometry
technique can provide the information like fiber loss and breakpoint location in the fiber. Optical
reflectometry has another main application in distributed optical sensing, where by detecting change in
frequency, amplitude, phase and polarization of backscattered light from each point along the fiber can
show accordance to the external circumstances in distributed manner [7]. Spatial resolution and sensitivity
are the two characteristics to be considered in reflectometry technique to evaluate its performance. Spatial
resolution determines how close two events can be detected separately and sensitivity decides the

minimum detectable signal power limit. Usually spatial resolution required for optical reflectometry in
sensing system is in centimeter range to perform precise measurement, and for transmission system the
usual spatial resolution required is in meters, and sensing length can range from meters to 100 kilometer
[7]. Mainly there are three types of reflectometry techniques used, define as below


Optical low coherence reflectometry (OLCR)



Optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR)



Optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR)

OLCR can achieve fine spatial resolution in millimeters range [22]. However, the length over which it can
be used is limited to a few meters. OLCR uses a light source of low coherence length (white light) and its
practice is limited to inspect optical components. OTDR is another reflectometry technique which is
mainly used in long optical fiber such as in optical transmission network with spatial resolution in range
of a few meters. Instead of low spatial resolution and poor sensitivity OTDR is the most commonly used
reflectometry technique in commercial optical networks because of long measurement distance. On the
other hand OFDR, which is a frequency based technique is capable of achieving higher spatial and better
sensitivity than OTDR but its practice is limited by short distance applications. Short distance limitation
in OFDR is imposed by the laser phase noise, which increases dramatically if the detection is performed
beyond the laser coherence length, as a result spatial resolution is degraded to undetectable level.
Commonly used lasers have linewidth around a few MHz, which sets the coherence length to some tens
of meters. Therefore, mostly OFDR usage is limited to short distance measurement and optical component
inspection. OFDR can be used in long range detection if the coherence length is extended by means of
very narrow linewidth lasers [8], however, narrow linewidth lasers are not commonly available and they
are very costly. Although, deployment of narrow linewidth lasers can make OFDR usage possible in long
range detection but it does not set OFDR free from measurement within the coherence length limitation.
The more suitable or permanent solution towards measurable distance limitation in OFDR would be to
somehow compensate or cancel the laser phase noise, which is the main culprit of this limitation.
Compensation or cancelation of laser phase noise will set OFDR free from measurement within coherence
length limitation and high resolution and good sensitivity features of OFDR can be exploited in long range
measurements regardless of laser linewidth.
Recently some work regarding phase noise compensation in OFDR have been done. A new type of OFDR
called phase noise compensated OFDR (PNC-OFDR) was proposed by xinyu et al. [9, 10], the proposed
OFDR was capable of detecting fiber break points beyond the laser coherence length. However, proposed
method had issues of long computational time (10m minutes for 40-km FUT) and complexity as it was

using an extra OFDR arm known as auxiliary arm, the length of auxiliary arm was set less than laser
coherence length. The phase noise of auxiliary arm was used to compensate phase noise of the real OFDR
arm by means of signal processing. If the fiber length was long and linewidth of laser was broad then it
requires high computational power and time to compensate phase noise of whole fiber. Therefore, PNCOFDR was again using narrow linewidth laser to compensate laser phase noise in long fiber to reduce
computational time and power. In this thesis a new type of OFDR is proposed which is quite simple in
arrangement and it can perform measurements beyond the laser coherence length with high spatial
resolution [11, 12]. The proposed OFDR uses broad linewidth laser and it can attain high spatial resolution,
centimeter-level resolution has been demonstrated experimentally. The proposed new type OFDR uses
double side band modulation to cancel the laser phase noise in OFDR, therefore, it is named as double
side band phase noise canceled OFDR (DSB-PNC-OFDR) [13].
In order to design a network to cope with chromatic dispersion affects, having an accurate knowledge
about chromatic dispersion coefficient of optical link is important. For optical fiber which is already
deployed as a part of transmission network, chromatic dispersion measurement is best done by OTDR or
OFDR because they are one end measurement technique. However, both mentioned techniques either
suffer from low spatial resolution or short distance. Some methods have been proposed to measure
chromatic dispersion in optical fiber using OTDR or OFDR [14, 15, 16, 17], but there accuracy is poor
because of poor spatial resolution and if accuracy is improved the measurement distance becomes short.
In this research a new method to measure chromatic dispersion is proposed which can measure chromatic
dispersion in long optical fibers with higher accuracy. The proposed method uses DSB-PNC OFDR, since
that type of OFDR is immune to laser phase noise therefore long distance measurements are possible and
as it is OFDR which is capable of achieving higher spatial revolution therefore the measurement accuracy
is good.
OFDR has advantages over OTDR in terms of high spatial resolution and sensitivity. The high spatial
resolution in OFDR is function of the frequency sweep span, higher the sweep span better the spatial
resolution. Sweeping the laser externally by RF frequency using a modulator has some advantages over
internal laser wavelength tuning, such as external sweeping is linear and faster. The available frequency
sweep span is limited because of some bottlenecks from the present electronics, which is the problem with
external frequency sweeping technique. Some methods to increase available frequency sweep span are
proposed [18, 19, 20, 21] however, proposed methods suffer from increased phase noise which shortens
the measurable length. A new method to increase frequency sweep span in OFDR is proposed in this
research. The proposed method can increase sweep without increasing any phase noise hence preserving

the measurement range within the laser coherence length. The proposed method to increase frequency
sweep span can be used in conventional OFDR and as well as in DSB-PNC OFDR.

1.2 Research contribution
The main contribution of this thesis is to propose a new type of OFDR which is able to nullify the phase
noise effects and sets OFDR free from measurement within the coherence length, as a result backscattered
signal detection beyond the laser coherence length is achieved. The proposed OFDR can be implemented
in two type of arrangements heterodyne detection and phase diversity detection. Since heterodyne
detection is viable only if the break point is located over long distance but if break point exist at near
distance the fold back of spectrum phenomenon occurs because of which phase noise is not completely
canceled. In this thesis dynamic range of proposed DSB-PNC OFDR is also confirmed by deployment of
phase diversity, since phase diversity has negative spectrum therefore near as well as long distance
breakpoints detection is possible with phase diversity detection technique. Moreover, performance of
proposed DSB-PNC OFDR is demonstrated in terms of spatial resolution by detecting two break points
10 cm apart from each other and measuring fiber temperature dependence with good accuracy. In another
demonstration proposed OFDR is used to measure chromatic dispersion in a 50 km long optical fiber with
spatial resolution of 7.9 mm, it is also shown that chromatic dispersion measurement by means of proposed
OFDR can result in more accurate measurement than conventional method of measuring chromatic
dispersion in already deployed fiber using OTDR. Proposed new type of OFDR (DSB-PNC) method was
further extended to propose a new scheme to estimate the laser phase noise which was the main cause of
the OFDR limitation. A new technique to cancel the phase noise using estimated laser phase noise is also
presented. Low sampling rate and better spatial resolution are the advantages of canceling the laser phase
noise in OFDR using estimated phase noise. Furthermore, a new demonstration about format
independency of a wavelength conversion method based on OSSB modulation and AWG is also presented
in this research. With the help of experiments it is verified that proposed scheme of wavelength conversion
does not depend on the signal format and wavelength conversion by sideband modulation and four wave
mixing (FWM) were compared. Format free wavelength conversion demonstration became an inspiration
to propose a completely new idea to increase frequency sweep span in OFDR using four wave mixing
(FWM) and SB-SC modulation, which resulted in increased the spatial resolution proportional to the
increased sweep span. The newly proposed scheme is capable of increasing the sweep span up to 3-time,
with the help of experiments it is demonstrated that the proposed scheme can be used in conventional
OFDR arrangement as well as DSB-PNC OFDR arrangement to increase the spatial resolution up to 3times. The frequency span broadening of proposed method can be increased up to 12-times if one more

stage of FWM is created , this aspect of proposed method to increase frequency sweep span is classified
as the future work in the this thesis. Two more possible future works are identified in this thesis, one is
application of the proposed OFDR in long range optical distributed sensing i.e. tall buildings, tunnels,
bridges etc. and second is measurement of laser spectral width by laser phase noise estimation method
proposed in this work.

1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of 6 chapters, description is given below
Chapter 1: This chapter is based on introduction which includes background and some description about
statement problem. The second part summarizes contribution of research in this thesis and last part defines
the structure of the thesis.
Chapter 2: This chapter starts with types of scattering and general working principle of reflectometry
technique. In following part of this chapter two mainly used reflectometry techniques OTDR and OFDR
are explained briefly along with problems and limitations faced by both techniques and a comparison
between both techniques is also given. This chapter ends with the main problem in OFDR which is
mentioned as problem statement of this research.
Chapter 3: The proposed method to solve OFDR problem is described in this chapter. This chapter is
further divided into two possible arrangements of the proposed theory. Heterodyne detection method is
simple but has got a limitation and as a solution phase diversity detection was proposed. Feasibility of
proposed theory is confirmed by the means of experiments and high spatial resolution capability of
proposed OFDR is demonstrated by detecting two break points 10 cm apart from each other, moreover
fiber temperature dependence was also measured with high spatial resolution. Moreover, a new method to
measure chromatic dispersion is also presented in this chapter. This new proposed method uses DSB-PNC
OFDR to measure chromatic dispersion in long optical fibers which can outperform conventional method
of measuring chromatic dispersion based on OTDR. The proposed method was demonstrated using
experiment where chromatic dispersion in a 50 km dispersion shifted fiber was measured with 7.9 mm
spatial resolution. Measured results were compared with phase shift method and a close match was
observed which confirms the accuracy of proposed method.
Chapter 4: In this chapter a new method to increase frequency sweep span is presented. The proposed
method is capable of increasing the available sweep span by 3-times hence the spatial resolution by 3times. With the help of experiments it is demonstrated the proposed method can increase sweep span in
ordinary and as well as in DSB-PNC OFDR. Moreover, this chapter contains a demonstration of format

impendency of wavelength conversion scheme which was also a motivation behind the sweep span
broadening method.
Chapter 5: This chapter is based on proposal of a new scheme to estimate laser phase noise. The proposed
method is extension of DSB-PNC OFDR, the experimental setup and the theory is similar to that of DSBPNC OFDR with some extra signal processing involved. The proposed scheme can estimate laser phase
noise and the estimated laser phase noise can be used to cancel phase noise in OFDR with some additional
advantages of reduced sampling speed required and high spatial resolution. The end of this chapter consist
on discussion about the limitation of phase noise cancelation in OFDR using estimated laser phase noise.
Chapter 6: This is the last chapter which is based on discussion about one main problem with proposed
scheme is discussed and a solution for that problem is also provided. Another part of this chapter talks
about the possible future works and three significant future works are discussed.

Figure 1.1 Thesis organization
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Chapter 2 : Optical Reflectometry Techniques
2.1 Optical scattering
Propagation loss is the one of the most important properties of the optical fiber [1]. This is also a factor
which sets a limit over which signal can be sent error free [2]. Attenuation because of Scattering and
absorption are the major cause of propagation loss in optical fiber [1]. Scattering loss is the most dominant
in transmission windows (850 nm, 1300 nm, 1500 nm) [3]. Scattering is the process in which light is
deviated from the straight trajectory, in optical fiber this phenomenon occur because of density fluctuation
due to the irregular microscopic structure in amorphous material such as glass. Light is absorbed or
scattered as it interacts with the material in optical fiber in both cases, transmitted light intensity is
attenuated. Therefore, total attenuation can be described as sum of attenuation coefficient due to scattering
and absorption [4]
𝛼 = 𝛼𝑎 + 𝛼𝑠

(1)

Here 𝛼𝑎 is attenuation coefficient due to absorption, 𝛼𝑠 is attenuation caused by scattering. The optical
transmitted power along the optical fiber with increasing distance 𝑧 can be described as
𝐼𝑡 (𝑧) = 𝐼0 . 𝑒 −𝛼𝑧

(2)

Where 𝐼0 is the input optical power. Furthermore, scattering can be categorized into two groups one is
linear such as Rayleigh scattering and second is non-linear such as Raman and Brillouin scattering.
Measurement of Raman scattering and Brillion scattering can be used in distributed optical sensing
networks [5, 6]. Since non-linear scattering is out of the scope of this research, therefore they are not
further discussed.

2.1.1 Linear Scattering (Rayleigh scattering)
Rayleigh scattering is the main cause of optical loss in the fiber. The reason for Rayleigh scattering in
optical fiber is density fluctuations, inhomogeneity and refractive index fluctuations in optical fiber created
during the manufacturing process [7]. It is a linear type of scattering in which frequency of the scattered
signal is same as that of incident signal. The photon energy in Rayleigh scattering is conserved, only its
direction is changed. Rayleigh scattering can occur in liquid, solid and gases, this type of scattering is the
scattering of light from particles much smaller than the light wavelength. Scattering from the particles of
size comparable or larger than the wavelength of the light is called Mie scattering. Rayleigh scattering
light propagates forward and backward direction inside optical fiber with same energy. This type of

1

scattering is highly dependent of the wavelength of propagating optical signal to proportion λ4 [7],
therefore shorter wavelength contributes more towards scattering [8] and in optical transmission window
propagation losses due to scattering are dominant. The length of the fiber that give rise to the backscattered
power also depends on the optical signal pulse length, for a rectangular pulse of length ∆𝑤 , the
backscattered power 𝐼(𝑧) from a fiber section of length equivalent to pulse length ∆𝑤 at a distance z can
be described as [4]
𝐼(𝑧) = 𝑆. 𝛼𝑠 . ∆𝑤. 𝐼0 . 𝑒 −𝛼𝑧

(3)

Here 𝑆 is backscattered capture power coefficient which determines how much of scattered power is
captured in backward direction. Rayleigh scattering measurement is an essential process in transmission
optical fiber which reveals the fiber link loss information and fiber breakpoint location. It has another
application in optical distributed sensing network where change in backscattered pattern shows the
accordance to change in external condition of fiber such as temperature/strain, vibration etc. following
sections are dedicated for Rayleigh backscattering measurement techniques and problems related to those
methods.

Figure 2.1 Rayleigh scattering and backscattering in optical fiber

2.2 Optical reflectometry characteristics
As mentioned above measurement of Rayleigh backscattered signal is of a great importance in optical
transmission and sensing networks. The techniques used to measure Rayleigh backscattering in optical
fiber are called optical reflectometry techniques. The working principle of reflectometry techniques is
based on injecting an input signal in fiber under test (FUT) and detecting the backscattered signal from
FUT through a circulator, configuration is shown in fig. 2.2. There are some important characteristics
involved in evaluation of reflectometry techniques performance. Two of the main characteristics are
described below.

Figure 2.2 Reflectometry technique configuration

2.2.1 Sensitivity
This is one of the important characteristics of the optical reflectometry technique. Mainly this feature of
optical reflectometry decides up to what length sensing or measurement can be performed. The system
sensitivity puts a limit to minimum detectable backscattered power or it can also be defined as signal to
noise ratio (SNR) of the system. As the signal propagates inside optical fiber it losses its power because
of propagation losses and continuously backscattered power from each point along the fiber also shrinks
in the power. Signals backscattered from a point not having power below the system sensitivity can be
differentiated from the noises.

2.2.2 Spatial resolution
This characteristics of the optical reflectometry techniques defines how close two events can be detected
separately. This value of reflectometry technique is described as full width half maxima (FWHM) of the
reflection peak. Two consecutive peaks cannot be detected separately if the distance between them is less
than the spatial resolution of the system.

2.3 Optical reflectometry techniques
Numerous optical reflectometry techniques have been proposed to measure backscattered power inside
optical fiber to measure fiber loss as a function of fiber length, break point detection and some sensing
parameters such as temperature/strain and vibration. There are mainly two practiced optical reflectometry
techniques which are defined below with problems in each technique and a comparison is also given.

2.3.1 Optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR)
OTDR is simple reflectometry technique which was first proposed by Barnoski and Jensen [12] and it is
also mainly used reflectometry technique for optical link monitoring. In this technique a short and high
power pulse of light is incident in the fiber under test (FUT) and Rayleigh backscattered signal is detected
as a function of arrival time at the input end [8], configuration shown in fig. 2.3. The amplitude of
backscatter signal vs distance map is obtained to measure fiber loss and detect fault location. Since

Rayleigh backscattering is a linear process, therefore backscattered optical power at any point is linearly
proportional to the optical power at that location. In OTDR a laser diode is derived by an electrical pulse
generator which creates a train of short optical pulses. Incident optical pulse in FUT is backscattered which
is detected in a photodiode through a circulator. The detected waveform is converted into digital format
and analyzed in digital signal processing (DSP) unit, where amplitude as a function of arrival time of the
backscattered signal is measure. Since the group velocity of the optical fiber is known, therefore from
signal arrival time distance vs signal amplitude graph is obtained. The timing of DSP is synchronized to
that of optical pulse source so that the propagation time of every backscattered signal can be calculated
precisely [8], thus backscattered light location can be measured accurately, as shown in fig. 2.3. The
distance information from backscattered signal detection time can be obtained by the formula below
𝑧=

𝑣𝑔 𝑡
𝑐
=
𝑡
2
2𝑛

Where 𝑡 the backscattered detection is time, 𝑣𝑔 is the group velocity and 𝑧 is the distance along the fiber.

Figure 2.3 OTDR configuration and trace, DSP: digital signal processing, ADC: analog to digital
converter

2.3.1.1 Spatial resolution and sensitivity trade off in OTDR
The spatial resolution in OTDR is linked to the pulse duration [3, 5, and 8]. For example if the pulse of
duration 𝜏 is used then separating two events within that pulse duration would not be possible. This pulse

duration corresponds to distance ∆𝑧 =

𝑣𝑔 .𝜏
2

. Dynamic range in OTDR depends on the sensitivity of the

system which again is function of pulse duration, pulse power and photodiode sensitivity. High power
pulse with wider pulse width increases the signal to noise ratio (SNR), which makes the long range
measurements possible. However, this enhanced sensitivity feature is achieved at the cost of low spatial
resolution because wide pulse width degrades the spatial resolution. The power of backscattered signal
reaching the input end decides the SNR and hence the sensitivity of OTDR systems. For example let’s
consider the Rayleigh backscattering from a short fiber section 𝑑𝑧. The fraction of Rayleigh backscattered
power which can make back up to the input end originated from location x will depend on various factors,
described as below [8]
𝑃(𝑧)𝐵𝑆 =

𝑣𝑔 .𝜏
2

𝑧

. 𝜂. 𝛼𝑠 (𝑧). 𝑃0. exp{−2 ∫0 𝛼(𝑥)𝑑𝑥}

(4)

Where 𝑃0 is the input optical power, 𝜂 is the conversion efficiency from scattered light to that captured by
1 𝑁𝐴

the fiber, it can be defined as 𝜂 ≅ 4.55

𝑛

, where NA is fiber numerical aperture and n is fiber core

refractive index, 𝛼𝑠 (𝑥) is the attenuation factor due to Rayleigh scattering, 𝛼(𝑥) is the total attenuation
coefficient as described in Eq. (1) which is combination of attenuation due to absorption loss 𝛼𝑎 (𝑥) and
attenuation due to Rayleigh scattering 𝛼𝑧 (𝑥) = 𝛼𝑠 (𝑥) + 𝛼𝑎 (𝑥) . Considering loss 𝛼(𝑥) =0.25 dB/km,
𝜂 = 1.19 ∗ 10^ − 3 and input power 10 mW, the simulated backscattered power reaches the input end
depends on the duration of pulse or pulse width, as it can be seen from fig. 2.4 the shorter pulse has lower
backscattered power reaching the input end. Therefore in OTDR the sensitivity of the system is function
of pulse width, wider the pulse width better the sensitivity, however, wider pulse width degrades the spatial
resolution.

Figure 2.4 Backscattered power that reaches the input end as a function of distance with different pulse
durations

2.3.2 Coherent Optical frequency domain reflectometry (C-OFDR)
OFDR is another reflectometry technique having all the capabilities as of OTDR but with high spatial
resolution and better sensitivity, comparison between OFDR and OTDR can be seen in table 1. This
technique can be categorized in two types incoherent OFDR (I-OFDR) and coherent (C-OFDR) in this
work only C-OFDR is emphasized. In C-OFDR instead of a pulse source, continues source whose
frequency is linearly swept with time is used [10] as shown in fig. 2.5. If 𝑇𝑠 is the frequency sweep time
and ∆𝐹 is the sweep span, then sweep rate (𝛽) is defined as 𝛽 =

∆𝐹
𝑇𝑠

. The linearly swept signal is separated

into two signals probe signal and reference signal. The probe signal is sent through FUT and the light
backscattered from FUT is combined with reference signal and detected coherently. As probe signal and
reference signal are generated from the same source, therefore we can consider backscattered signal is
time delayed version of the reference signal, when both lights are interfered at the receiver the photocurrent
produced has a constant beat frequency, generated beat frequency is actually the difference of two
frequencies [10]. Considering the round trip delay of backscattered signal, from the beat frequency we can
deduce backscattered signal location information through spectral analysis of the detected signal by taking
its Fourier transform

𝑓𝐵 = 𝛽. 2𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇

(5)

𝑛

𝑓𝐵 = 𝛽. 2𝐿 𝑐
𝐿 = 𝑓𝐵 .

𝑐

(6)

𝑛.𝛽.2

where 𝑓𝐵 is the beat frequency, 𝐿 is the length of the reflection, 2𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 is the round trip delay, 𝑛 is the core
refractive index and 𝑐 is the speed of light.
Table 2-1 Comparison between OTDR and OFDR
Method

Sensitivity

Spatial Resolution

Measurable distance

OTDR

Low

A few meters

Limited by sensitivity

OFDR

High

Sub-millimeter

Limited by coherence Length

Figure 2.5 (a) OFDR Configuration, (b) Linear optical sweep

Considering a signal which is swept linearly in time, obtained optical field can be described as below
𝐸(𝑡) = 𝐸0 𝑒 𝑗(𝜔0 𝑡+𝜋𝑡

2 𝛽+𝜃(𝑡))

`

(7)

Where 𝜔0 is initial optical frequency, 𝛽 (𝐻𝑧/𝑠) is the rate at which optical frequency is swept, 𝐸0 is the
field amplitude and 𝜃(𝑡) is the random phase fluctuations produced by laser phase noise. Then optical
swept signal is divided into two arms one arm signal is kept as local for coherent detection and the other
arm signal is passed through FUT. Considering one reflection point at a distance equal to propagation
delay 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 , the backscattered signal can be represented as time delayed version of original swept signal
2 𝛽+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) = √𝑅𝐸0 𝑒 𝑗(𝜔0 (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

(8)

Where R is the reflectivity of FUT. Backscattered signal from FUT and local are mixed together and
coherently detected signal is expressed as
1

𝐼(𝑡) = |𝐸(𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑡 (𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )|2 = 𝐸0 2 {1 + R + 2√𝑅 cos (𝜔𝐵 𝑡 + 𝜔0 𝑡 − 𝜔𝐵 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 + 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 −
2

𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))}

(9)

Here 𝜔𝐵 = 2𝜋𝛽𝜏 is the beat frequency, for measurements done within laser coherence length the phase
difference 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) is negligible and does not have any influence. By taking Fourier transform
of the detected signal beat frequency value can be obtained and from beat frequency the distance of the
backscattered signal can be measured as given in Eq. (6).

2.3.2.1 Spatial resolution in C-OFDR
The spatial resolution in C-OFDR is function of total frequency span, expressed by the formula given
below
𝑐

∆𝑙 = 2𝑛∆𝐹
where ∆𝐹 is the total frequency sweep span. Unlike OTDR where spatial resolution was related to pulse
duration and improving spatial resolution was degrading the system sensitivity, in OFDR spatial resolution
improvement does not affect the system sensitivity. The two point spatial resolution in OFDR depends on
sweep rate, sampling rate and number of data points, formulated as
∆𝐿𝑃 =

𝑐𝑓𝑠
4𝑛𝛽𝑁

Here, 𝑓𝑠 is the sampling rate, 𝑁 is the number of data points.

2.3.2.2 Influence of laser phase noise in C-OFDR
Phase noise is the main constraint behind OFDR wide practice. As the measurement distance approaches
laser coherence length the laser phase noise influence gets significant and makes the detection almost
impossible. Therefore, OFDR usage is mainly limited within short distance measurements and optical
components diagnosis [9]. The influence of phase noise in OFDR measurement can be understood from
the spectral analysis of the detected signal by taking its Fourier transform, one sided spectral density of
Fourier transform of the Eq. (9) can be described as [11]
(1)

𝑆𝐼

= (1 + 𝑅)2 𝛿(𝑓) + 2𝑅𝑒
𝑓𝐵 )𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )) +

𝑗−(

2𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇
)
𝜏𝑐

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜋(𝑓−𝑓𝐵 )𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇
𝜋𝜏𝑐 (𝑓−𝑓𝐵 )

2𝑅𝜏

𝑐
𝜎(𝑓 − 𝑓𝐵 ) + 1+𝜋2 𝜏2 (𝑓−𝑓
𝑐

}

Here beat frequency is equal to 𝑓𝐵 =

𝐵

)2

{1 − 𝑒

𝑗−(

2𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇
)
𝜏𝑐

(𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋((𝑓 −
(10)

𝜔𝐵
2𝜋

= 𝛽𝜏 and 𝜏𝑐 is the laser coherence time. In the above power

spectral density of the detected signal the first term is a delta function a DC value which depends on the
reflectivity R. The second term is the delta function at the beat frequency which contains the location
information of the reflection peak. The amplitude of the beat frequency term is also accompanied by an
exponential term 𝑒

2𝜏
𝜏𝑐

𝑗−( )

, which tells it decays rapidly once measurement distance is approached to laser

coherence length. The third terms describes the distribution of the phase noise around beat frequency
which is known as phase noise term. If measurement distance exceeds the laser coherence length the phase
noise terms becomes dominant and the beat frequency spectrum takes the lorentzian shape. Therefore,
OFDR practice is restricted to measurement within the coherence length and commonly used lasers have
spectral width around a few MHz which sets the coherence length to some tens of meters and this much
length is not long enough for OFDR to be used in commercial optical transmission systems. The effect of
phase noise can be seen in fig. 2.5 where measurements are done beyond the coherence length and it can
be seen peak is completely buried inside the phase noise.
When operational principle of C-OFDR was explained it was assumed the optical frequency sweep is
completely linear in time. However, in real scenario lasers exhibit some fluctuations in their optical
frequency tuning rate. Because of non-linear tuning sampling of the interference signal with a constant
spacing in time produces non-uniform sampling in optical frequency as a result the spatial resolution is
degraded [13], the effect of frequency sweep non-linearity on measurement is similar to that of phase
noise. Non-linear tuning problem can be solved by sampling the inference signal at equidistant
instantaneous optical frequency points rather than equally time intervals [14]. Various methods have been
proposed to solve non-linear frequency tuning using diverse mechanisms in an auxiliary interferometer

arm [15, 16], Hilbert transformation [17], deskew filters [18]. Mostly, optical non-linearity compensation
techniques is used with laser using internal wavelength sweep mechanism but lasers with external
frequency sweep using modulator and RF frequency have linear frequency sweep and in such a situation
frequency non-linear compensation techniques is not required. In this research all the experiments are done
by sweeping the laser frequency externally, therefore the sweep frequency was linear with time and it did
not require to use any non-linear sweep compensation technique.

Figure 2.6 Influence of phase noise beyond the coherence length
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Chapter 3 : Double Sideband Phase Noise Canceled
OFDR (DSB-PNC-OFDR)
3.1 Introduction
Since OFDR has capable of achieving high spatial resolution and better sensitivity than OTDR, however,
its measurement range is limited to half of the laser coherence length (considering round trip delay).
Measurement range can be increased if the narrow linewidth laser is deployed [1] but narrow linewidth
lasers are not commonly used and they are expensive as well. Moreover, narrow linewidth laser does not
set OFDR free from the measurement within coherence length limitation. Appropriate solution to this
limitation would be to somehow cancel or compensate the laser phase noise, in doing so measurements
beyond the coherence length can be acquired. Recently, a new method to compensate laser phase noise
has been proposed called phase noise compensated OFDR (PNC-OFDR), in which measurements beyond
the laser coherence length was demonstrated, backscattered signal detection up to 40 km was reported [2,
3]. PNC-OFDR uses an auxiliary OFDR arm to compensate phase noise which increases the complexities
in the systems, moreover it require a narrow linewidth laser with high computational processing and time.
In this research a new method to cancel laser phase noise in OFDR is proposed, the proposed scheme is
called double sideband phase noise canceled OFDR (DSB-PNC-OFDR) [4] which is simpler in
configuration and does not require cumbersome computational processing and time. In proposed method
the laser light is modulated by double sideband with suppress carrier (DSB-SC) modulation to cancel the
laser phase noise [5, 6]. After modulation the light signal is dived into two arms called as reference and
probe arm. The probe arm signal is sent through FUT and backscattered signal from FUT is coupled with
the reference arm. Later, two sidebands present in the coupled light are separated as low and high
frequency channels using a separation mechanism. The two separated channels have equal phase noise but
opposite in sign, therefore on multiplying two channels laser phase noise was canceled out and remaining
terms were the beat frequency and some constants. The principle and configuration of proposed scheme
is shown in fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Configuration and principle of proposed DSB-PNC-OFDR
The proposed DSB-PNC OFDR can be implemented into two types of arrangements heterodyne detection
and phase diversity detection [5, 6]. The principle of each detection technique along with problems is
described in the below section.

3.2 Heterodyne detection principle
This type of detection technique is simpler to implement setup is shown in fig. 3.2. The laser source is
modulated by DSB-SC modulation which creates two sidebands to both sides of carrier frequency. The
optical filed of modulated signal can be expressed as below
𝐸(𝑡) =

𝐸0
2

[e𝑗(𝜔+ 𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

+ e𝑗(𝜔− 𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

]

(1)

where 𝐸0 is the field amplitude, 𝜔+ = 𝜔𝑐 + 𝜔𝑚 , 𝜔− = 𝜔𝑐 − 𝜔𝑚 , 𝜔𝑐 is the carrier angular frequency, 𝜔𝑚
is modulation angular frequency, 𝛽 is the linear sweep rate and 𝜃(𝑡) is random phase produced by phase
noise. Later the modulated light was divided into two arms as a reference and a probe arm. Probe arm

signal was sent through FUT and backscattered signal from FUT considering a reflection at propagation
delay 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 could be represented by
𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) =

𝛼𝐸0
2√2

2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

{e𝑗(𝜔+ (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

+ e𝑗(𝜔− (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

(2)

Here 𝛼 is fiber loss and reflectivity of the signal. Two sidebands present in the reference arm are separated
using a bandpass optical filter as high and low frequency channels. Then backscattered signal is divided
into two arms using a 3 dB optical coupler. The low frequency channels of reference light is coupled with
one of the backscattered light arms signal and high frequency channels is coupled with remaining
backscattered signal arm. The two coupled channels are detected by photodiode, the detected currents can
be expressed as (detailed calculations can be seen in appendix A)
𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∝ cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + 𝜔+ 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 )

(3)

𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − {𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )} − 𝜔− 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 )

(4)

As it can be seen from the above equations two detected channels have equal phase noise but with opposite
sign, therefore on multiplying two detected currents cancel out the phase noise, as expressed below
𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∗ 𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ) ∝ cos(4𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − −𝜔− 𝜏 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 )

(5)

In above equation the phase noise term has been canceled out and the remaining terms are beat frequency
with some constants.

Figure 3.2 Heterodyne detection configuration

3.2.1 Heterodyne detection experimental results
Feasibility of the proposed method with heterodyne detection method was confirmed by the means of
experiments. Distributed feed-back (DFB) laser diode of linewidth around 1.5 MHz (200 m coherence
length in air) was modulated by double side band with a suppress carrier (DSB-SC). 𝐿𝑖𝑁𝑏𝑂3 dual drive
MZM intensity modulator was used to achieve DSB-SC modulation by applying opposite signals produced
by sweep generator to two arms of intensity modulator using 180 degree hybrid. The frequency of opposite
signals applied to two arms of the intensity modulator was swept linearly, hence the two sidebands with
sweeping frequency in opposite direction appeared. The sweep span used in the experiment was 8 GHz
(6-12 GHz) and sweep time 100 ms, which corresponds to sweep rate of 80 GHz/s. By adjusting bias
voltage of modulator carrier components were suppressed up to 18 dB, see fig. 3.3. The drawn output
power of laser diode was 1 dBm, modulation process contributed total loss of ~ − 20 dB, therefore DSBSC modulated light was amplified using an optical amplifier. Then amplified light signal was divided into
two arms using 3 dB coupler, one arm signal was fed into 20 km long FUT and the second arm known as
reference arm signal was used as a local oscillator for coherent detection. Two sidebands of reference light

were separated into two channels as higher frequency and lower frequency channels using a bandpass
optical filter with 25 GHz channel spacing. Backscattered light from fiber was divided into two signals
using 3 dB optical coupler and then one arm signal was coupled with higher frequency channel signal of
reference light and another arm signal was combined with lower frequency channel of reference light.
Then two combined lights were detected by two balance photo detectors of bandwidth around 10 MHz as
higher frequency and lower frequency channels. Signal from each channel was converted into digital
format using 16 bit A/D convertor with sampling rate 200 MSa/s and passed through low pass filters,
where higher frequency components were filtered out.

Figure 3.3 Double sideband with a suppress carrier (DSB-SC)
Two detected channels were multiplied as the beat frequency becomes twice of the original value and
phase noise was canceled out. In fig. 3.4 it can be seen after multiplication of two channels the peak
becomes sharp which was very broad before multiplication as can be seen in each channel.

Figure 3.4 Phase noise cancelation with heterodyne detection, (a) channel 1, (b) channel 2, (c)
multiplication of channel 1 and channel 2

3.2.2 Limitations with heterodyne detection
Proposed method with heterodyne detection works well when reflection is located at long distance,
however, if the reflection exists at a short distance the peak frequency is close to zero frequency and
because of phase noise the peak is broader as a result, part of the peak spectrum crosses the zero frequency,
since heterodyne detection does not have a negative spectrum, therefore, part of the spectrum crosses the
zero frequency is folded back into positive side. Because of this fold of spectrum phenomenon the phase
noise is not completely canceled and break point at short distance cannot be detected clearly. Fold back of
spectrum phenomenon can be understood from fig. 3.5. Phase diversity detection can be deployed as a
solution to this problem because phase diversity has a negative spectrum so if a reflection exist at short
distance part of the spectrum is not folded back to positive side. Another limitation with heterodyne
detection is that it uses optical filters to separate two sidebands, it needs to be tuned every time if the
wavelength of the laser source is changed for other kind of measurements such as chromatic dispersion
measurement and again phase diversity detection technique could be the best option to eliminate need of

optical filter to separate two sidebands because phase diversity detection technique uses optical 90 degree
hybrid to perform the task optical filter do in heterodyne detection.

Figure 3.5 Fold back of spectrum phenomenon in heterodyne detection

3.3 Phase diversity detection principle
Phase diversity detection could be the right solution for the fold back of spectrum and optical filter
limitation problems in heterodyne detection. The phase noise cancelation principle with this technique is
same to that of heterodyne detection, only instead of using optical filters in this technique optical 90 degree
hybrid is used to separate two sidebands, principle can be understood from fig. 3.6 (a) and configuration
shown in fig. 3.6 (b). The optical 90 degree hybrid consist of one polarization maintaining (PM) coupler
and two polarization beam splitters (PBS). Linearly polarized reference light and circularly polarized
backscattered light from FUT are coupled into PM coupler of optical 90 degree hybrid where reference
light is broken into two in phase signals (𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 , 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐵 ) and backscattered light is divided into two 90
degree out of phase signals (𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 , 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐵 ). The DSB-SC modulated light can be expressed same as given
in Eq. (1), and two inphase reference lights and two 90 degree out of phase lights can be expressed as
below
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡)𝐴 = 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡)𝐵 ~

𝐸0
2

[e𝑗(𝜔+ 𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

+ e𝑗(𝜔− 𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

]

(5)
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Figure 3.6 Optical 90 degree hybrid
Then one of the reference light signal is detected with inphase signal of backscattered light as I phase
channel and remaining reference signal is detected with 90 degree out of phase signals of backscattered
light as a Q phase channel. Photocurrents of two detected channels are expressed as below (detailed
calculations are presented in appendix B)
𝐼𝐼 (𝑡)~|𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 |

2

~𝛼𝐸02 (cos(𝐴) + cos(𝐵))
𝐴 = 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − 𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏F𝑈𝑇 ) + ∅1, 𝐵 = 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + ∅2
∅1 = −𝜔− 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2, ∅2 = 𝜔+ 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2
Above equations are derived after ignoring DC components, Similarly for Q channels
𝐼𝑄 (𝑡)~|𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐵 + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐵 |

2

(8)

~𝛼𝐸02 (sin(𝐴) + sin(𝐵))

(9)

Then In-phase and Q-phase signals are electrically combined in the form of 𝐼𝐼 + 𝑗𝐼𝑄 and 𝐼𝐼 − 𝑗𝐼𝑄
𝐼𝐼 + 𝑗𝐼𝑄 ∝ 𝑒 𝑗𝐴 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝐵

(10)

Similarly 𝐼𝐼 − 𝑗𝐼𝑄
𝐼𝐼 − 𝑗𝐼𝑄 ∝ 𝑒 −𝑗𝐴 + 𝑒 𝑗𝐵

(11)

Now multiplication of 𝐼𝐼 + 𝑗𝐼𝑄 and 𝐼𝐼 − 𝑗𝐼𝑄 can cancel phase noise completely as and beat signal
obtained is like below
(𝐼𝐼 + 𝑗𝐼𝑄 )(𝐼𝐼 − 𝑗𝐼𝑄 )~ cos(𝐴 + 𝐵)
~ cos(4𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 2𝜔𝑚 − 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2)

(12)

In above derived equation the phase noise has been canceled after multiplying two created signals and
remaining term is again beat frequency and some constants.

Figure 3.7 (b) Phase diversity configuration

Figure 3.7 Phase diversity principle

3.4 Breakpoint detection in short and long fiber using phase diversity
The DSB-SC modulation procedure for phase diversity is same as that with heterodyne detection. After
amplifying the modulated signal to compensate modulation losses, it was divided into FUT and reference
arms. Reference arm light and backscattered light from FUT arm are combined using optical 90 degree
hybrid and detected by two balanced photo detectors as In-phase and Q phase signals. Detected signals
are then converted to digital signals using A/D converters. Q channel signal is multiplied by j (imaginary
unit) then added to I channel signal. The resultant signal and its complex conjugate are multiplied with
each other. Proposed method with phase diversity was demonstrated to verify short range and long range
break point detections. Two experiments with different FUT lengths were conducted one with short fiber
where 120 m long fiber was used as a short range fiber (results in fig. 3.8) and in second experiment FUT
was replaced by 20 km long fiber to show long range break point detection (results in fig. 3.9). To show
the high spatial resolution capability of the proposed method in each experiment two peak at 10 cm apart
from each other were detected. In each experiment first peak at the end of FUT was detected and then 10
cm long fiber was attached and peak with addition 10 cm length was detected. In the last part two peaks

10 cm apart from each other were detected by lose coupling between two fiber sections. Sweep span
selected in the experiments was 3 GHz (6-9 GHz) and sweep time was 62 ms which sets sweep rate at
48.3 GHz/s. The spatial resolution of the experiment was around 3.4 cm which was calculated by ∆𝑙 =
𝑐
2𝑛∆𝐹

where ∆𝐹 is the total frequency sweep span.

Figure 3.8 Short range break point detection using phase diversity

Figure 3.9 Long range breakpoint detection using phase diversity

3.4.1 Dependency on polarization state in phase diversity detection
As described in the principle of phase diversity detection technique the circularly polarized backscattered
light is coupled with linearly polarized reference light into 90 degree optical hybrid, this requirement of
the scheme makes it sensitive towards polarization of the backscattered light. Since polarization of
backscattered light from FUT is arbitrary which changes at every point, therefore achieving same
polarization at every point is very difficult. Because of arbitrary nature of backscattered light polarization,
it was not possible to measure optical loss. Circular polarization was achieved using polarization
controllers over a single point which was the point from where reflection was originated therefore phase
noise was canceled at the reflection point and peak was crystal clear but other points have different
polarization state because of which phase noise could have not been canceled as a result propagation loss

information was lost. The problem of polarization sensitivity in phase diversity detection technique can
be solved by deploying polarization diversity scheme, since polarization diversity will make the system
independent of polarization state and phase noise can be canceled over all the backscattered point along
the FUT and loss information will be achievable.

3.5 Fiber temperature dependence
Furthermore to demonstrate the high spatial resolution of the proposed scheme fiber temperature
dependence of an optical fiber was measured with phase diversity detection technique with spatial
resolution around 1.5 cm. 1 km long optical fiber was placed in an incubator and temperature of inside
incubator was changed for 5 to 40 ℃. The measured results are shown in fig. 3.10. The experimentally
obtained temperature dependence of the measured single-mode fiber is 0.73x10-5m/(m/°C). For standard
commercial single mode fiber at wavelength 𝜆 = 1550 𝑛𝑚, and keeping other parameters as n = 1.4675,
𝛼 𝑇 = 5.5 × 10−7 /℃ and 𝐶𝑇 = 0.811 × 10−5 [7], where 𝛼 𝑇 is thermal expansion and 𝐶𝑇 is the change of
refractive index of the fiber core due to temperature change. The calculated length expansion obtained is
0.811x10-5m/(m/°C). This value is in good agreement with experimental result. This can express our
proposed method has confirmed high spatial resolution.

Figure 3.10 Fiber temperature dependence measurement using proposed scheme

3.6 Chromatic dispersion measurement
Chromatic dispersion is one of the significant characteristics of an optical fiber to be taken into
consideration. The typical effect of chromatic dispersion in high speed transmission is pulse broadening.

Moreover, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) systems work on high power with many
channels, which may cause four wave mixing, cross phase modulation and stimulated Raman scattering
phenomenon. In order to design a system to cope with those effects, an accurate knowledge of the
chromatic dispersion is required. Mainly two methods are used to measure chromatic dispersion in a long
fiber [8]; time-of-flight mechanism, which measures the propagation delay of signals at different
wavelength and phase shift method [9], which measures the difference in phases of signals as the function
of wavelength.
In the phase shift measurement method, an amplitude modulated signal is sent through fiber under test
(FUT) and group delay difference (propagation delay due to wavelength change) is calculated from the
phase shift measurement at various wavelengths, first time demonstrated using LED [10]. Another method
is baseband AM response method, which measures the chromatic dispersion based on interference of
modulation sidebands [11]. Phase shift method is an accurate method and that is why it is widely used by
manufacturers to measure fiber chromatic dispersion. However, phase shift method is a two end
measurement method, which means one unit at each fiber end is required, moreover signal phase
information is needed at the receiving end, provided by a reference signal. The accuracy of AM response
method is not as excellent as phase shift method, though it does not require any reference signal but still
it is a two end method. Above mentioned methods are viable techniques to measure chromatic dispersion
in optical fiber, when both fiber ends are easily accessible but in other scenario if a fiber is already
deployed as a part of an optical transmission network, it is always not possible to have access to both
terminating ends of the fiber, because they are usually several tens of kilometers far from each other. Other
problem with two end techniques is that, they cannot measure chromatic dispersion of each segment if
fiber link is made up of multiple fiber segments. Moreover, those techniques do not provide length
information. Thus, if length of deployed fiber link is not known, the optical time domain reflectometry
(OTDR) has to be used to obtain length information before starting chromatic dispersion measurement [9].
In such a scenario, chromatic dispersion measurement using OTDR, which is based on time-of-flight
mechanism is the best solution. This is because OTDR is a one end measurement technique, which can
also provide length and loss information without using any other additional measurement process [9].
Another advantage of OTDR method is, if the fiber link is made up of multiple fiber segments connected
together, OTDR method can measure chromatic dispersion of each fiber segment (distributed
measurement), provided there is a reflection present at each connector. However, OTDR has some severe
limitations. Because of its poor spatial resolution, the measurement accuracy is not very good.
Commercially available OTDR based chromatic dispersion measurement equipment have spatial
resolution in meters. Optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR), which has better spatial resolution

and better sensitivity can be the optimal solution for OTDR limitations. However, the measurable distance
of OFDR is limited by the coherence length of the laser, because beyond the coherence length,
significantly increased laser phase noise makes detection almost impossible. Increasing measurable range
by the means of narrow linewidth lasers can be an option to detect long range backscattered signal [13].
However, narrow linewidth lasers are not commonly available and they are expensive as well, moreover
using narrow linewidth lasers do not solve OFDR problem of measurement within coherence length.
Another method to solve this problem is to somehow cancel or compensate the laser phase noise. This
method can set OFDR free from measurement within coherence length limitation and long distance
measurements can be possible [14, 15]. Previously various works have been done on chromatic dispersion
measurement in long fibers using OTDR and OFDR but mentioned techniques suffer from either small
dynamic range or poor spatial resolution. A comparative table of previous works can be seen in table 1.
Table 3-1 Comparison of previous works to measure chromatic dispersion using OTDR and
OFDR
Method

Spatial Resolution

Length

Reference

Supercontinuum pulse

Centimeter level

4.2 km

[16]

Bidirectional OTDR

Tens of meters

70 km

[17]

Frequency shifted laser based

A few meters

20 km

[18]

Millimeters

50 km

[4]

source OTDR

OFDR
DSB-PNC OFDR

In this research, a new method to measure chromatic dispersion using OFDR in long optical fibers is
proposed with spatial resolution around 8 mm (Limited by hardware availability in the Lab.). The proposed
method uses DSB-PNC-OFDR to measure chromatic dispersion in fibers much longer than laser
coherence length (not possible with ordinary OFDR) with good accuracy. OFDR can be used in long fiber
lengths with high spatial resolution if it is set free from measurement within the coherence length and
DSB-PNC OFDR is capable of performing measurements beyond the coherence length, therefore
chromatic dispersion in long optical fibers can be measured accurately if DSB-PNC OFDR with high
spatial resolution is used.

3.6.1 Chromatic dispersion measurement method
The proposed scheme can be implemented using two types of arrangements; one is a heterodyne detection
method and the other is phase diversity detection method as described earlier in this chapter. In heterodyne
detection method two side bands of combined light are separated using optical filter and then separated
sidebands are detected using two photo detectors as two separate channels. Finally, multiplication of two
channels results in cancelation of laser phase noise [6]. Since the heterodyne method has simple
configuration, but requires optical filter, which needs to be tuned every time if wavelength of laser source
is changed for chromatic dispersion measurement. Therefore, for chromatic dispersion measurement phase
diversity detection technique is recommended.
The chromatic dispersion in a fiber is measured by simply shifting the source wavelength and measuring
the group delay. The propagation delay difference between two wavelengths is measured as below
∆𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝜆𝑚 , 𝜆𝑟 ) = 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝜆𝑚 ) − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝜆𝑟 ) =

𝑓𝑚 −𝑓𝑟
4𝛽

where Δ𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝜆𝑚 , 𝜆𝑟 ) is the propagation delay difference between two wavelengths 𝜆𝑚 , 𝜆𝑟

(13)
𝑓𝑚 =

4β𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝜆𝑚 ) and 𝑓𝑟 = 4β𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝜆𝑟 ) are the beating frequency, which is obtained by taking FFT of the
measured beating signal. The group delay is determined by the difference of beating frequency at two
different wavelengths. The chromatic dispersion 𝐷(𝜆) in FUT is the function of wavelength, which is
obtained by differentiating the group delay with respect to wavelength and dividing by FUT length [18],
as formulated below
1 ∆𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝜆𝑚 ,𝜆𝑟 )

𝐷((𝜆𝑚 + 𝜆𝑟 )/2) = .
𝐿

𝜆𝑚 −𝜆𝑟

(14)

Minimum measurable dispersion depends on minimum detectable group delay and this depends on the
spatial resolution of the OFDR. If the spatial resolution of OFDR is very high, even small change in
propagation delay of different wavelengths results in observable change in beat frequency. In OFDR,
spatial resolution depends on sweep frequency span and the micrometer (𝜇𝑚) level spatial resolution is
achievable as determined by the formula below
𝑐

∆𝐿 = 2𝑛∆𝐹

(15)

where 𝑐 is the speed of light, 𝑛 is the refractive index of the fiber core and ∆𝐹 is the sweep frequency span.
Moreover, the experimentally achievable spatial resolution depends on the sweep rate, sampling rate and
number of data points, formulated as

∆𝐿𝑃 =

𝑐𝑓𝑠
4𝑛𝛽𝑁

(16)

Here, 𝑓𝑠 is the sampling rate, 𝑁 is the number of data points. The accuracy of total optical dispersion
depends on beat frequency accuracy error, which can be minimized with increased sweep span, hence the
better spatial resolution [18]. On the other hand, OTDR spatial resolution depends on pulse width and
reducing pulse width can increase spatial resolution but at the same time signal to noise ratio of the signal
drops down, thus the system sensitivity. Therefore, averaging for several thousand is required and still
gaining less than a meter spatial resolution in OTDR is a challenging task.

3.6.2 Chromatic dispersion measurement results
The chromatic dispersions in optical fibers is measured by DSB-PNC-OFDR which makes a long range
backscattered detection possible without using very narrow linewidth lasers. The laser phase noise
cancelation principle was same as described in DSB-PNC OFDR with phase diversity detection technique.
A 50 km long optical link was created which was made up of two 20 km and one 10 km long dispersion
shifted fiber (DSF) and chromatic dispersion in each fiber segment was measured in connected and
detached fashion, as shown in fig. 3.11. The theoretical spatial resolution of the OFDR for all the
experiments was limited by the frequency sweep span of the sweep generator. The available sweep range
was 13 GHz, which corresponds to 7.9 mm spatial resolution limit, which was calculated by Eq. (15).
Detected signals were sampled at the sampling rate of 2 Msa/s. The length of data points was 1027397,
while sweep rate was 20 GHz/s. This sets a 5 mm spatial difference between two points. It was then
calculated using Eq. (16). In experiments presented in this research, signals were under sampled in order
to increase the spatial resolution between two points. Since the balance photo detectors used in the
experiment had low bandwidth (10 MHz), increasing the sweep rate resulted in the beat frequency from a
long fiber (4𝛽 ∗ 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) exceeding the minimum detectable frequency range of balance photo detectors.
Also, since the length of the fibers was already known, the exact beat frequency information was not
necessary. The important task was to track the propagation delay difference as a function of wavelength
change.

Figure 3.11 Experimental arrangement for chromatic dispersion measurement using phase diversity
detection DSB-PNC OFDR
In the first part of the experiment, the chromatic dispersion along with zero dispersion wavelength in three
different length of fibers (two 20 km with 1549 nm and 1554 nm as zero dispersion wavelengths and one
10 km 1540 nm as zero dispersion wavelength) were measured individually. Also, in order to confirm the
accuracy of the proposed method, chromatic dispersion measured in all the fibers were compared with
standard phase shift method. In addition, chromatic dispersion of a standard single mode fiber of length
25.2 km is also measured. In the second part of the experiment, a fiber link of 50 km was constructed by
connecting the three fiber segments and again, chromatic dispersion of each segment was measured in
connected fashion. In all the experiments the wavelength of the optical signal was changed from 1500 to
1570 nm, with 10 nm each step size. As the wavelength was changed, a shift in frequency (Distance) was
observed and group delay was calculated as described in Eq. (13). Fig. 3.12 shows the peak shift in distance
as the wavelength was changed in one of the 20 km long dispersion shifted fiber and fig. 3.13 is the
measured group delay.

Figure 3.12 Shift in beat frequency (Distance) as a function of wavelength, where 19963 m is subtracted
from distance axis

Figure 3.13 Measured group delay in one of the 20 km long fiber
To calculate the dispersion of FUT, first group delay data is fit over theoretical curve and then, the best fit
group delay curve is differentiated with respect to wavelength. Chromatic dispersion is dominated by

material dispersion in dispersion of non-shifted fibers around 1.55μm. In such a scenario, group delay is
well defined by the Sellmeier equation. According to fiber optic test procedure (FOTP)-169, group delay
fit should be a three-term Sellmeier equation as given below [21].
𝜏(𝜆) = 𝑎𝜆2 + b𝜆−2 + c

(17)

The group delay in a dispersion shifted fiber has a different functional form due to a large waveguide
contribution to dispersion. For such a case, FOTP-169 recommends that group delay data should be fit to
a quadratic equation
𝜏(𝜆) = 𝑎𝜆2 + b𝜆 + c

(18)

There are many kinds of equations for fitting group delay data, 5 term Sellmeier, various polynomials and
fits with terms involving natural logarithm, fit classification for wavelength range and fiber type can be
found in [9,21]. For different types of fibers, each functional form best describes the group delay.

Figure 3.14 Chromatic dispersion of a dispersion shifted fiber.
Chromatic dispersion can be calculated from differentiation of group delay with respect to wavelength as
in Eq. (14). Fig. 3.14 shows measured dispersion of a 20 km DSF fiber. The dispersion coefficient goes
through zero which is known as “zero dispersion wavelength”. By using calculated dispersion values,
dispersion slope can also be measured, which is derivative of calculated dispersion. In order to confirm
the accuracy of the proposed measurement method, chromatic dispersion in same fibers was measured

with standard phase shift method (SPSM). Conventional SPSM was constructed by using network analyzer,
tunable laser source, intensity modulator and photo detector [12]. Modulation frequency was 1 GHz and
wavelength change step was same as for proposed method, which was 10 nm. The compared results in
Table 2 show that there is an excellent agreement between calculated dispersion coefficients by both
methods. The accuracy of the proposed measurement method can be increased with increasing wavelength
shift span, but since the chromatic dispersion is not completely straight, on increasing accuracy some
discrepancies appeared when compared with phase shift method over some wavelengths.

Table 3-2 Dispersion coefficient comparison between OFDR and SPSM at wavelength 1545 nm
Dispersion (

𝑝𝑠
/
𝑛𝑚

Dispersion (

𝑝𝑠
/
𝑛𝑚

Fiber

𝑘𝑚) with OFDR

𝑘𝑚) with SPSM

1st DSF 20 km

-0.25±0.096

2nd DSF 20 km

Zero Dispersion
Wavelength in 𝑛𝑚

Slope

(𝜆0 )

𝑝𝑠/(𝑛𝑚2 ×
𝑘𝑚)

-0.29±0.007

1549±1.4

0.069

-0.625±0.096

-0.68±0.007

1554±1.4

0.064

3nd DSF 10 km

0.25±0.19

0.38±0.013

1540±2.8

0.073

Standard Single
Mode Fiber

16.25±0.076

16.19±0.005

—

0.049

To check the measurement accuracy in other types of fibers, chromatic dispersion in a 25.2 km long
standard single mode fiber was measured with proposed method. Measured dispersion results were
compared with results obtained by standard phase shift method and again very good match was observed
as can be seen in table 1.
In order to measure chromatic dispersion of each fiber segment in a connected fashion, three fiber
segments in which chromatic dispersion was already measured were connected together using SPC
connections to construct a 50 km long fiber link without any splice. Subsequently, chromatic dispersion
was measured in each segment by detecting the fraction of reflected light from the SPC connections,
usually return loss of SPC connection is -30 to -40 dB. In present condition splice points along the fiber
are not detectable, increased sensitivity by means of averaging might make splice point detection possible.

Calculated dispersion, zero dispersion wavelength and the dispersion slope were almost equal to when
they were measured in each fiber segment separately. Table 3 shows comparisons of calculated dispersion
coefficient by the proposed method in connected and detached arrangements.
Table 3-3 Dispersion coefficient Comparison in connected and separate arrangements at
wavelength 1545 nm
𝑝𝑠

𝑝𝑠

Dispersion (𝑛𝑚 /𝑘𝑚) when separate

Dispersion (𝑛𝑚 /𝑘𝑚) when connected

1st DSF 20 km

-0.25±0.096

-0.25±0.096

2nd DSF 20 km

-0.625±0.096

-0.75±0.096

3nd DSF 10 km

0.25±0.19

0.5±0.19

Fiber

3.6.3 Accuracy
In proposed method experiment, theoretical spatial resolution limit was 7.9 mm, which corresponds to
∆𝐿

detectable group delay of 38.5 ps (∆𝜏 = 𝑣 , 𝑣𝑔 = 𝑐/𝑛 ) , and with 10 nm wavelength shift in a 20 km
𝑔

long fiber gave dispersion value 0.192

𝑝𝑠
𝑛𝑚

/𝑘𝑚 , calculated using Eq. (14) and accuracy was ±0.096

𝑘𝑚. For 10 km long fiber accuracy became ±0.19

𝑝𝑠
𝑛𝑚

𝑝𝑠
𝑛𝑚

/

/𝑘𝑚. The group delay in phase shift method can be

calculated from formula below
∆𝜏 =

∆𝜃
360. 𝑓𝑚

where ∆𝜃 is phase difference and 𝑓𝑚 is the modulation frequency. Modulation frequency for phase shift
method experiment conducted in this research was set at 1 GHz and minimum phase difference could be
of one degree, which corresponds to minimum group delay of 2.7 ps, and 10 nm wavelength change in 20
km contributed dispersion of value 0.0138
10 km fiber it became ±0.0138

𝑝𝑠
𝑛𝑚

/𝑘𝑚.

𝑝𝑠
𝑛𝑚

/𝑘𝑚 and the accuracy was around ±0.007

𝑝𝑠
𝑛𝑚

/𝑘𝑚. For
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Chapter 4 : Spatial Resolution Improvement in OFDR
with Sweep Span Broadening and Format Free Optical
Wavelength Conversion
4.1 Optical frequency sweep span broadening
Optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) is mainly used reflectometry technique because of longer
measurable distance. Though, OTDR is widely used technique, it faces the problem of low spatial
resolution and poor sensitivity as emphasized in earlier chapters. On the other hand optical frequency
domain reflectometry (OFDR) has better spatial resolution and sensitivity, and this is the reason it is mostly
used in high spatial resolution applications such as optical component diagnosis [2]. In OFDR the spatial
resolution is linked with frequency sweep span, broader the frequency span, higher the spatial resolution.
Usually light source in OFDR can be swept in two ways, one is by using tunable laser source and the
second is external sweep by the means of modulator by RF frequency. Sweeping by tunable laser source
can provide broad sweep span, some tens of nm has been demonstrated, however broad sweep through
tunable laser restrict the measurement to small distance because of broader spectral width. Moreover,
Sweep through tunable laser is slow and sweep nonlinearity can degrade the OFDR performance [3].
External light source sweep by the means of external modulator modulated by RF frequency can realize
long range measurement without degrading OFDR performance and this kind of sweep is also linear up to
several GHz. However, the available RF sweep span frequency is limited because bottlenecks imposed by
electronics. Moreover, commonly available modulators have operating frequency up to 40 GHz and cost
soar with the broader frequency components. Therefore it is desired to find some other way to increase
sweep span in high spatial resolution OFDR applications.
Recently, some new methods to broaden available sweep span are proposed which can increase the sweep
span for multiple times. Frequency span broadening using recirculating frequency shifter has demonstrated
increased spatial resolution up to 1.46 cm with sweep span of 712 MHz [3,4] but additional phase noise
was the main problem with mentioned technique as the frequency broadening was increased with higher
side band. Another method which uses higher order modulation sidebands reported 10-times broadening
with 1.5 cm achieved spatial resolution [5], latter technique was further modified and used with
degenerated four wave mixing (FWM) to increase two times sweep span [6]. The reported technique with

degenerated FWM was using two laser sources one for the pump and other for the signal, because of two
laser sources the laser phase noise was increased up to 3-times, hence the coherence length was reduced
up to 3- times which can result in short measuring distance.
In this research a novel method to increase available sweep span up to 3-times has been proposed. The
proposed technique is using degenerated FWM created by double side band with a suppress carrier
modulation (DSB-SC). The advantage of using DSB-SC modulation is that two created sidebands behave
as separate signals for degenerated FWM, since they are generated from the single light source, therefore
the phase noise is not increased to 3-times and coherence length of the light source is preserved.
Furthermore, DSB-SC modulation technique can be used to cancel the laser phase noise (DSB-PNC
OFDR) [7, 8] and measurement beyond the laser coherence length can be achieved. In this part of research
it is also confirmed if DSB-SC modulation is used with degenerated FWM we can cancel the laser phase
and perform measurement beyond laser coherence length with 3-times higher spatial resolution. The
proposed method’s sweep frequency span broadening capability can be increased up to 12-times if one
more stage of FWM is included [9, 10].

4.2 Frequency sweep span broadening principle
OFDR is the best choice over OTDR especially in high spatial resolution measurements. The theoretical
spatial resolution in an OFDR system is linked with the sweep frequency span by the formula given below
∆𝑙 =

𝑐

(1)

2𝑛∆𝐹

where ∆𝐹 is the frequency sweep span, n is core refractive index and c is the speed of light. A new method
to expand sweep span using DSB-SC modulation and degenerated FWM is proposed. DSB-SC modulation
creates two side bands which work as two individual signals, both sidebands are passed through the
nonlinear medium to create new frequency components (FWM signals) which are located next to each
sideband, configuration can be seen in fig. 4.1. When the sweep frequency is applied two sidebands are
swept in opposite directions and as a result if sidebands move one unit in frequency, the FWM signal is
moved 3-units because frequency difference between two sidebands increased two times. The light signal
from the source is modulated by DSB-SC modulation, the optical field of modulated signal can be
described as
𝐸(𝑡) =

𝐸0
2

[e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚)𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

+ e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

]

(2)

where 𝐸0 is the field amplitude , 𝜔𝑐 is the carrier angular frequency, 𝜔𝑚 is modulation angular frequency,
𝛽 is the linear sweep rate and 𝜃(𝑡) is random phase produced by phase noise. Each sideband is treated as
separate light source and they can be expressed as below
𝐸(𝑡)1 ∝

𝐸0

𝐸(𝑡)2 ∝

𝐸0

2

2

[e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚 )𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

]

(3)

[e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

]

(4)

where 𝐸(𝑡)1 and 𝐸(𝑡)2 denotes two signals to be used for degenerated FWM. As two signals travels
through a non-linear medium two new FWM frequency components are generated. There will be two 1st
order FWM frequencies generated at opposite frequency locations from the center frequency as shown in
fig. 4.2. Newly generated frequency components can be represented as
𝐸(𝑡)𝐹𝑊𝑀 = 𝐸12 . 𝐸2∗ ∝ |𝐸𝑖 |2 [e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +3𝜔𝑚 )𝑡+3𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

𝐸(𝑡)𝐹𝑊𝑀′ = 𝐸22. 𝐸1∗ ∝ |𝐸𝑖 ′|2 [e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −3𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−3𝜋𝛽𝑡

]

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

(5)
]

(6)

where 𝐸𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑖 ′ are the degenerated optical fields. As it can be seen from the above equations newly
generated frequency components are modulated 3-times farther than the originally applied modulation
frequency, moreover the sweep rate is also increased by 3- times. Here, it can also be seen that the phase
of newly generated frequency components is same as that of original source without being increased to 3times because two sidebands has exactly same phase as they were generated from the same laser source.
Further, other end of the non-linear medium is connected to an optical filter, where one of the FWM signal
is filtered out and used as the OFDR signal. The filtered out FWM signal is divided into two arms and one
arm signal is kept as reference signal for coherent detection, while the other arm signal is sent through
fiber under test (FUT) as a probe signal. The backscattered signal form the FUT is combined with reference
signal and detected coherently.

Figure 4.1 Configuration of proposed method

Figure 4.2 Schematic illustration of optical sweep span broadening using proposed method, ΔF is the
sweep frequency span
Laser phase noise is the main constrained in OFDR measurement range, normally measurable distance of
OFDR is limited to half of the laser coherence length. In order to perform measurements beyond the laser
coherence length some methods have been proposed [11, 12]. Proposed OFDR (DSB-PNC OFDR) to
cancel the laser phase noise and conduct measurements beyond the laser coherence length is based on
DSB-SC modulation [7, 8, and 13]. The DSB-PNC OFDR was using two sidebands created after DSBSC modulation to cancel the laser phase noise in OFDR. The proposed method presented in this research
is also using DSB-SC modulation to increase the frequency sweep span and newly created FWM signals
(Eq. (5) and Eq. (6)) are identical to two side bands created from DSB-SC modulation as in Eq. (2), only
with 3-times higher sweep span. Therefore, if two FWM signals are treated as two sidebands of DSB-SC
we can cancel the laser phase noise with 3-times higher spatial resolution. In order to use the proposed
method to cancel the laser phase noise both FWM signals are filtered out and coupled together using an
optical coupler. After amplification the coupled FWM signals are divided into two arms and one arm
signal is kept as reference arm and the other arm signal is probed into the FUT. The coupled FWM signals
and backscattered signal from the FUT arm with single peak at a delay 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 can be described as below
𝐸(𝑡)𝐹𝑊𝑀+𝐹𝑊𝑀′ ∝ |𝐸𝑖 |2 [e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +3𝜔𝑚)𝑡+3𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

] + |𝐸𝑖 ′|2 [e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −3𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−3𝜋𝛽𝑡
2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

𝐸(𝑡 − 𝜏)𝐹𝑊𝑀+𝐹𝑊𝑀′ ∝ |𝐸𝑖 |2 [e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +3𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇)+3𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

|𝐸𝑖 ′|2 [e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −3𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−3𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

]

(7)

]+

]

(8)

Then reference arm signal was passed through optical filter, where two FWM signals were separated into
two channels as higher and lower frequency channels. Later, each separated channel from reference light
was coupled with the backscattered light and detected by two balance photodiodes as higher frequency
and lower frequency channels. The photo current of each channel is given below

𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ cos(6𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) − 𝜃(𝑡) + ∅1 )

(9)

𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∝ cos(6𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − {𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) − 𝜃(𝑡)} + ∅2 )

(10)

Above equations are derived after ignoring DC components. Here 𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) and 𝐼ℎ (𝑡) are photo currents of
low frequency and high frequency channel, ∅1 = −(𝜔𝑐 − 3𝜔𝑚 )𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 3𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∅2 = (𝜔𝑐 +
3𝜔𝑚 )𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 3𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 . In above equation the beat frequency is 3-times higher than the original because
the sweep span was broadened 3-times. As it can be seen from derived equations the phase noise present
in one channel is same to that of other channel but opposite in sign, therefore on multiplying Eq.(9) and
Eq.(10) the phase noise is canceled out and remaining terms are beat frequency and some constants,
defined below
𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∗ 𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ cos(12𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + ∅1 + ∅2 )

(11)

where the first term is beat frequency, ∅1 and ∅2 are constants without phase noise. Therefore, proposed
method can also be used to cancel laser phase noise in OFDR with 3-times enhanced spatial resolution.

4.3 Frequency span broadening experimental arrangements
The proposed method to enhance frequency sweep span was demonstrated by the means of experiments.
Two types of experiments were conducted to check feasibilities of the proposed method. First
experiment was carried out with ordinary OFDR and frequency span broadening was confirmed. The
second experiment involved phase noise cancelation and checking of frequency span broadening.
4.3.1 Ordinary OFDR
This experiment was carried out to show frequency sweep span can be increased in normal OFDR
arrangement. The experimental setup is shown in fig. 4.3. The proposed method involves only one laser
source which was distributed feed-back (DFB) laser diode of linewidth around 3 MHz. The laser source
was modulated by DSB-SC modulation with center wavelength 1549 nm and maximum power was
derived from the laser which was around +7 dBm. 𝐿𝑖𝑁𝑏𝑂3 dual drive MZM intensity modulator was used
to achieve DSB-SC modulation by applying opposite signals produced by sweep generator to two arms of
intensity modulator using 180 degree hybrid. The career components were suppressed by more than 18
dB. After modulation two sidebands appeared which were used as two individual signals for degenerated
FWM. In order to compensate modulation losses and increase the power high enough for efficient
conversion, sidebands power was raised up to +10 dBm using EDFA. After amplification modulated light
was passed through a nonlinear medium, we have used 20 km dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) with 1549
nm as zero dispersion wavelength for non-linear media which is same as wavelength of laser source. After

degenerated FWM conversion the two sidebands power was around +4 dBm and FWM signal power was
around -12 dBm. The other end of DSF fiber was connected with an optical bandpass filter where one of
the FWM signal was extracted to be used as OFDR signal. A 25 GHz channel spacing optical bandpass
filter was used with 5 dB insertion loss and 3 dB bandwidth was 17.5 GHz. The FWM signal extracted
from optical bandpass filter had power around -17 dBm. In order to boost the FWM signal power it was
amplified using EDFA which was followed by another optical band pass filter to reduce ASE noises. Later,
amplified FWM signal was divided into two arms by an optical coupler. One of the arm signal was kept
as reference signal, while other arm signal was sent through FUT as a probe signal. The backscattered
light from the FUT and reference signal were combined through an optical coupler and detected by a
balance photo detector. Then detected signals were converted into digital format by a 16 bit A/D converter.
The OFDR measured trace was analyzed in the computer, the fresnel peak width was measured with
normal sweep and with sweep through proposed method and both results were compared.

Figure 4.3 Experimental setup for ordinary OFDR

4.3.2 DSB-PNC OFDR
This experiment was conducted to show proposed method can be further used to cancel the laser phase
noise with three times increased sweep span, (setup in fig. 4.4). The frequency broadening method for this
experiment is same as that for ordinary OFDR. Only instead of filtering out single FWM signal in this
experiment two FWM signals at opposite frequency from the center frequency were filtered out. Later,

filtered FWM signals were coupled together in an optical coupler and amplified using EDFA, followed by
bandpass filter to reduce ASE noises. After amplification the coupled signal was divided into two arms as
reference and probe arms. The backscattered signal from FUT was further divided into two arms using an
optical coupler. Two FWM signals in reference arm signal were separated using another optical filter as
high and low frequency signals. Later high frequency reference signal was combined with one of the
backscattered signal arm and detected in balance photo detector. Similarly, low frequency reference signal
was combined with remaining backscattered light arm and detected in another balance photo detector.
Both detected signals were converted into digital format using 16 bit A/D convertor and passed through
low pass filter. Finally, multiplication of two detected signals canceled out the phase noise. The obtained
results were analyzed and the width of peak detected by proposed method sweep was compared with
normal sweep.

Figure 4.4 Experimental setup for DSB-PNC OFDR

4.4 Frequency sweep span broadening experimental results
For two experiments described in the above section the sweep span selected was 1 GHz (10 GHz to 11
GHz) and 400 MHz (10 GHz to 10.4 GHz) which corresponds to around 10 cm and 25 cm spatial resolution
respectively, calculated by Eq. (1). Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the DSB-SC modulation in which two side bands
are created and applied sweep moves them in opposite direction. FWM spectrum was checked at starting
and stopping sweep frequency. The 4 GHz change in sweep frequency resulted in each side band to move

around 0.03 nm in wavelength as it can be seen in fig. 4.5 (b) where modulation frequency is 10 GHz and
5 (c) where modulation frequency is changed to 14 GHz. While the FWM signal was moved around 0.1
nm in wavelength with 4 GHz sweep change which is equal to around 12 GHz change in frequency again
it can be seen in fig. 4.5 (b) at 10 GHz modulation frequency and 5 (c) at 14 GHz modulation frequency.
In fig. 4.5 (d) and (e) two separated FWM signals at frequency 10 GHz and 14 GHz are shown, respectively.

Figure 4.5 (a) DSB-SC Modulation at 1549 nm center frequency; (b) degenerated FWM at modulation
frequency 10 GHz; (c) degenerated FWM at modulation frequency 14 GHz, (d) separated FWM signals
at 10 GHz, (e) separated FWM signals at 14 GHz

4.4.1 Ordinary OFDR results
In this experiment the sweep time was set at 5 ms which makes the sweep rate 200 GHz with 1 GHz sweep
span. The FUT length was around 5 m. The sampling rate selected for this experiment was 20 Msa/s and
data points were 510000. The spatial difference between two points was around 1 cm which was calculated
𝑐𝑓

𝑠
by ∆𝑙 = 4𝑛𝛽𝑁
, where fs is the sampling frequency of A/D converter, N is the length of data point, n core

refractive index and c is the speed of light. Two experiments were conducted one with normal sweep and

the other with proposed method. As it can be seen in fig. 4.6 (a) the measured peak width is 10.3 cm and
it matches well with calculated width with 1 GHz sweep. Further, it can be seen in fig. 4.6 (b) the peak
width is reduced to 3-times smaller around 3.4 cm with sweep span provided by the means of proposed
method and the spatial difference between two points also reduced to 3.3 mm from 1 cm because sweep
rate was increased up to 3-times. A clear difference in peak width can also be seen in fig. 4.6 (c) where
both results are superimposed in logarithmic scale.

Figure 4.6 Ordinary OFDR results; (a) Normal sweep with 1 GHz sweep span; (b) proposed method
sweep with 1 GHz sweep span equivalent to 3 GHz sweep span; (c) two methods superimposed
Furthermore, different sweep span was checked with proposed method varying from 200 MHz up to 5
GHz and measured width was in good agreement with the calculated one, it is shown in fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Sweep Span vs spatial resolution, calculated spatial resolution and measured spatial resolution
as a function of frequency sweep span

4.4.2 DSB-PNC OFDR results
In this experiment a long fiber of length around 10 km is used to show measurement beyond the coherence
length. The sweep time was set 10 ms which sets sweep rate of 40 GHz with 400 MHz sweep span. The
spatial difference between two points in this experiment was around 10 cm. The sampling speed was 50
Msa/s and number of data points were 650000. Similarly, two experiments were conducted with DSBPNC OFDR one with normal sweep and one with proposed method. It can be seen in fig. 4.8 the measured
width of peak is around 25.2 cm after canceling the laser phase noise with normal sweep, while the peak
width was improved to around 8.4 cm when sweep was provided through proposed method. Hence,
confirming the proposed method can be used in DSB-PNC OFDR as well to improve the spatial resolution.
Longer fiber measurement could have been possible but photo detectors used in the experiment were low
bandwidth detectors around 10 MHz.

Figure 4.8 DSB-PNC OFDR with sweep by proposed method and normal sweep

4.5 Discussion for frequency sweep span broadening method
Since in the proposed method the frequency is continuously swept therefore two signals are not static in
the frequency, which can induce the phase mismatching and changes the FWM conversion efficiency with
respect to frequency sweep. The FWM conversion efficiency of proposed method is discussed. The
conversion efficiency in FWM depends on various factors, as given below
η=

𝛼2
𝛼 2 +(Δ𝛽)2

[1 +

4𝑒 −𝛼𝐿 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (Δ𝛽/2)
]
{1−𝑒 −𝛼𝐿 }2

(12)

here 𝛼 is fiber loss, 𝐿 is the length of fiber and Δ𝛽 is the phase mismatch. The phase matching condition
is called satisfied when Δ𝛽 = 0, in this situation efficiency η takes the maximum value. In degenerated
FWM case where only single pump is used, the Δ𝛽 = 0 condition is satisfied by coinciding the pump
frequency with zero dispersion frequency of the nonlinear medium. Usually in FWM if the pump
frequency is moved away from the zero dispersion frequency the phase mismatch is introduced and
efficiency drops down [14], the rate of drop in efficiency also depends on the separation between two
signals [14, 15]. Since in proposed method both FWM signal (FWM and FWM’) are used, therefore it is
important that amplitude of two FWM signals should be same |𝐸𝐹𝑊𝑀 | = |𝐸𝐹𝑊𝑀′ |. Amplitude of generated
FWM signals depends upon the efficiency and same amplitude can be achieved if η𝐹𝑊𝑀 = η𝐹𝑊𝑀′. Again
efficiency of two FWM signals will be same if both signal experience equal phase mismatch (|Δ𝛽𝐹𝑊𝑀 | =

|Δ𝛽𝐹𝑊𝑀′ |). Equal phase mismatch condition can be satisfied if two sidebands created are equally far from
the zero dispersion frequency, it can be possible if carrier frequency is matched with zero dispersion
frequency (f𝑐 = f0 , where f𝑐 carrier frequency, f0 is zero dispersion frequency) as shown in fig. 4.9.
Therefore in proposed method the laser source is modulated at the zero dispersion wavelength which sets
two sidebands equally far in opposite direction from the zero dispersion frequency. Signal at f𝑐 + f𝑚
frequency works as a pump for right side FWM signal and signal f𝑐 − f𝑚 frequency works as a pump for
left side FWM signal (FWM’). When the modulation frequency is changed (swept) the separation from
the zero dispersion wavelength of both pumps is increased according to the modulation frequency and the
frequency separation between two signals becomes twice of the modulation frequency as two signal are
moved in opposite direction. Therefore, the derived phase mismatch equation for the proposed method can
be written as below when f𝑐 = f0 [14]
Δ𝛽𝐹𝑊𝑀 = −

𝜆2 𝜋 𝑑𝐷𝑐

Δ𝛽𝐹𝑊𝑀′ = −

𝑐 2 𝑑𝜆

2

2((f𝑐 + f𝑚 ) − (f𝑐 − f𝑚 )) (f𝑐 + f𝑚 − f0 )=−

𝜆2 𝜋 𝑑𝐷𝑐
𝑐2

𝑑𝜆

In above equation,

2

2((f𝑐 − f𝑚 ) − (f𝑐 + f𝑚 )) (f𝑐 − f𝑚 − f0 )=

𝑑𝐷𝑐
𝑑𝜆

𝜆2 𝜋 𝑑𝐷𝑐
𝑐 2 𝑑𝜆

𝜆2 𝜋 𝑑𝐷𝑐
𝑐 2 𝑑𝜆

2(2f𝑚 )2 (f𝑚 )

2(2f𝑚 )2(f𝑚 )

(13)
(14)

is the dispersion slope and f𝑚 is the modulation frequency, the separation between

two signals is 2f𝑚 and the frequency difference between pump and zero dispersion frequency is f𝑚 . As
the f𝑚 is increased the separation between two signals and difference between zero dispersion and pump
frequency increases as a result the phase mismatch increases and efficiency drops down. From Eq. (13)
and (14) it can be seen the phase mismatch for both FWM signals has same absolute value, therefore
efficiencies of two FWM signals are same. Assuming the experimental conditions presented in this paper
such as 20 km DSF fiber with dispersion slope 0.07 𝑝𝑠/𝑘𝑚. 𝑛𝑚2, fiber loss 0.2 dB/km and changing the
modulation frequency from 1 GHz to 1000 GHz, the phase mismatch was simulated as shown in fig. 4.10.
The results show FWM efficiency dropped to 0.95 around 80 GHz. Another study shows that the phase
matched bandwidth is broader if short length fiber is deployed [14, 15], in order to increase phase matched
bandwidth a comparison was carried out with a short length highly nonlinear fiber (HNL). Assuming HNL
fiber with fiber loss 1.53 dB/km, affective fiber length 2.8 km and dispersion slope 0.013 𝑝𝑠/𝑘𝑚. 𝑛𝑚2
[10], the simulated efficiency dropped to 0.95 around 270 GHz as shown in fig. 4.10. Therefore, in
proposed method phase match can be extended to broader bandwidth if short length HNL fiber is used and
it is also desirable to start sweep from low frequency so that phase matched condition can be realized up
to broader frequency range.

Figure 4.9 Frequency relationship of signals and zero dispersion wavelength

Figure 4.10 Efficiency vs modulation frequency, 20 km DSF (solid line) and 2.8 km HNL fiber (dashed
line).
The normal sweep span can be described as ΔF = 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒 , while using proposed method the
applied sweep span is extended as ΔF = 3𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 3𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒 . Since proposed method is based on FWM and
a bandpass optical filter is used to separate FWM signal to be used as OFDR signal. The FWM signal is
separated well if the channel spacing of the filter matches with the frequency separation between FWM
signal and sidebands. As the frequency is swept linearly with time, therefore there is possibility that
sideband frequency and FWM signal frequency range can overlap during frequency sweep in such a
condition it becomes difficult to separate FWM from the sidebands. Such a condition can be possible if
𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒 frequency is more than 3 times of 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , for example if the sweep span is selected from 5-20 GHz,
the FWM signal sweep will be equal to 15-60 GHz in such a situation at least 5 GHz of frequency portion
of FWM signal will be overlapped with one sideband. Even though the frequency span is selected in a way
that 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒 is slightly less or equal to 3 times of the 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 still separating FWM signal from the sidebands

would be not easy as practically the frequency response of filters is not quite sharp. There has to be enough
separation between FWM signal frequency span and sidebands frequency span in order to separate FWM
signal throughout the sweep. The possible solution for this problem could be to use a tunable optical filter
which is linearly tuned in time with the same speed as that of the sweep rate. In doing so FWM signal can
be separated from the sidebands throughout the sweep. There are various kinds of tunable optical filters
available, usually sweep time in OFDR is order of milliseconds or less, therefore selecting a tunable filter
with high speed is important. High speed tunable optical filters have been demonstrated with tuning range
as large as 16 nm and wavelength switching time in nanoseconds [16].

4.6 Format free optical wavelength conversion
An overwhelming increase in demands of telecommunication services in the form of internet and high
speed mobile networks, made wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) an indispensable need to fulfil
demands of high speed networks. Effective utilization of optical fiber bandwidth is one of the attribute of
WDM networks, and wavelength conversions are very important in order to use wavelength resource
efficiently. There are many wavelength conversion methods, which can be mainly categorized in
optoelectronic (O/E-E/O), optical gating and four wave mixing (FWM) methods [17, 18]. The optical
gating contains large number of wavelength conversion methods e.g. semiconductor optical amplifier
cross-gain modulation, semiconductor optical amplifier with cross-phase modulation, semiconductor
lasers with saturable absorption. [18]. FWM exploits the nonlinear nature of the medium to convert signal
wavelength. Although it is a simple and useful method, however spectrum inversion in this technique
imposes limitation of signal format usability. Recently, some methods to eliminate the spectrum inversion
has been demonstrated such as two stages of FWM [3] and dual pump FWM [19].
Format independency in the network has become more essential as recent optical networks work over
vast variety of optical formats e.g. intensity modulation direct detection (IM-DD), dual-polarization
differential quadrature phase shift keying (DP-DQPSK), quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM),
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), and orthogonal frequency multiplexing (OFDM). Optical single
side-band (OSSB) offers format independent wavelength conversion and capable of realizing appropriate
wavelength conversion without increased phase noise [20, 21], while in FWM the phase noise is three
times higher than OSSB method because three sources are used in FWM (two pump and one signal). A
new method was proposed to convert optical wavelength using optical single side band modulator (OSSB)
and array wave guide grating (AWG) and demonstrated the feasibility with IM-DD format [21].

In this part of the research, format independency of the proposed method has been demonstrated
experimentally, the proposed idea to increase sweep span broadening in OFDR was inspired by the
demonstration presented in this research.

4.7 Format free wavelength conversion principle
The proposed method to convert wavelength, is mainly comprised of an OSSB modulator and an AWG
as shown in fig. 4.11. The OSSB and the AWG are connected through a closed loop, which is created by
connecting "𝑘" port of the AWG to a circulator, furthermore the circulator was connected to the input and
the output of the OSSB. When the signal of wavelength "λi " is provided into "𝑖" port of the AWG, the
signal is transferred to the "𝑘" port of the AWG, which is followed by the OSSB via the closed loop. The
modulation frequency of the OSSB modulator is equivalent to the AWG channel spacing and signal going
through OSSB modulator experiences the wavelength conversion equal to modulation frequency and
wavelength shifts to "𝜆𝑖+1 𝑜𝑟 𝜆𝑖−1 " depending on the wavelength conversion direction (up-or downconversion). The wavelength converted signal is then incident into the "𝑘" port of the AWG through the
circulator, which is appeared at the adjacent port (left or right) "𝑖 + 1 𝑜𝑟 𝑖 − 1" of the input signal. If
converted signal requires more conversion, then the signal is reflected back into the same port of the AWG
using a mirror and signal is again transferred at the "𝑘" port of AWG and same procedure is repeated once
again. The wavelength conversion of the input signal is carried out again and again by passing the signal
through OSSB modulator, until desired wavelength converted signal is achieved. Once the wavelength of
the signal becomes required wavelength "λj ", the wavelength converted signal is obtained from "𝑗" port
of the AWG and detected. The proposed method can convert wavelength up to required amount by using
mirrors and furthermore up and down wavelength conversion is also possible by controlling the bias
voltage of OSSB and selecting the appropriate side band.

Figure 4.11 Experimental setup
Here if the input phase modulated optical signal is described as
Ein(t)=A(t) 𝑒 𝑗(𝜔𝑐 𝑡+𝜑(𝑡))
where A is the amplitude, 𝜔𝑐 is the optical carrier frequency, and

(15)

 is the phase of the signal. Then,

OSSB wavelength converted signal can be expressed as
𝐸𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐵 (𝑡) ∝ 𝐽1 (𝑚)𝐴(𝑡)𝑒 𝑗[(𝜔𝑐 ±𝑛𝜔𝑚 )𝑡+𝜑(𝑡)]

(16)

where J1 (m) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one , m is the modulation index, n is number
of conversions, and 𝜔𝑚 is the modulating frequency. The total amount of frequency conversion can be
controlled by number of conversions.
On the other hand, FWM scheme converts the wavelength of the signal by mixing pump and signal
waves, and nonlinear response of the medium results in generation of another wave with preserved
amplitude and phase of interacting waves [17].
The FWM scheme can be expressed as
Eijk=EiEjEk*

(17)

where Eijk is FWM produced optical signal, Ei ,Ej, and Ek are input optical fields for nonlinear media and
* denotes complex conjugate. The converted optical angular frequency has the following relation [18]
𝜔𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝜔𝑖 + 𝜔𝑗 − 𝜔𝑘
where 𝜔𝑖𝑗𝑘 , 𝜔𝑖 , 𝜔𝑗, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜔𝑘 are the angular frequencies of each signal. For the broad range wavelength
conversion, Ei and Ej are degenerated (Ei=Ej) and its wavelength is set at zero dispersion wavelength of
the nonlinear medium to realize phase matching condition. The FWM converted signal can be described
with the input signal Ein(t)
2

𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑘 (𝑡) = 𝐴|𝐸𝑝 | 𝑒 𝑗{(2𝜔𝑝 −𝜔𝑐)𝑡−𝜑(𝑡)}

(18)

where Ep is the degenerated optical field with the frequency 𝜔𝑝 .
It can be seen that the signal frequency is changed but with inverted phase. This spectrum inversion
doesn’t affect IM-DD, BPSK signals, while the advanced modulation/demodulation schemes, such as
QPSK, OFDM, and QAM can be affected. Comparison of two methods, OSSB and FWM, in terms of
spectrum inversion is depicted in fig. 4.12. It can be seen FWM wavelength converted signal gets inverted
as shown in fig. 4.12 (a), while signal converted by OSSB method has same spectrum in up-and down
conversion of the signal frequency as shown in fig. 4.12 (b). Spectrum inversion effect on constellation
for QPSK case can be seen in fig. 4.13. In this case, the phase of signal is inverted, that is /4, 3/4, -3/4,
-/4 to -/4, -3/4, 3/4, /4, respectively. Spectral inversion did not affect I signal but Q signal got
affected and bits corresponding to Q signal were transposed.
Spectrum inversion problem can be solved by encoding input signal with differential code. However, it
needs a decoder at the destination end and the performance can be degraded.

Figure 4.12 Spectra comparison of wavelength converted signal by (a) OSSB method (b) FWM method

Figure 4.13 Spectrum Inversion Phenomenon (a) input QPSK modulated signal (b) FWM wavelength
converted QPSK modulated signal
Previously IM-DD optical format was converted using proposed method [20]. In this research, to show
proposed method is independent of format, a QPSK formatted signal is used to convert the wavelength
and successful wavelength conversion up to 75 GHz is demonstrated. Moreover, obtained results are
compared with FWM wavelength conversion method to verify spectrum inversion does not occur in
proposed scheme.

4.8 Format free wavelength conversion experimental results
An AWG with 25 GHz (0.2 nm) channel spacing was used. The 3 dB and 1 dB bandwidth of the AWG
was 17.5 GHz and 10 GHz respectively and insertion loss was 5.5 dB. The input light was incident into
"𝑖" port of the AWG and output signal after 75 GHz conversion was taken from port "𝑖 + 3" and port "𝑖 −
3" for up-and down-converted signals, respectively.
The modulation frequency for OSSB modulator was set equivalent to the channel spacing of the AWG,
which was 25 GHz. The frequency conversion efficiency was 25 dB, and unwanted side-band suppression
ratio was more than 28 dB. The 3 dB optical bandwidth of OSSB modulator was more than 12 GHz and
𝑉𝜋 was 4 V, the input power measured at 𝑘 port of AWG was around -10 dBm and every time converted
signal power in AWG was around 0 dBm measured at port 𝑖 + 1 to 𝑖 + 3 and 𝑖 − 1 to 𝑖 − 3, as shown in
fig. 4. The optical signal of input power around +7 dBm was QPSK modulated at 10 Gbps (5 Gsymbol/s)
PRBS (pseudorandom binary sequence) and placed in OSSB as input signal via AWG and circulator. The
modulated signal was incident into "𝑖" port of the AWG, which was transferred to the "𝑘" port of AWG
and connected to a circulator. Then signal from circulator was amplified using optical amplifier and input
to the OSSB. The output signal from OSSB was amplified before connecting to the AWG via circulator.
In order to compensate insertion losses of AWG and OSSB modulator, the signal was amplified before
and after the OSSB. Moreover, a band pass filter (BPF) with pass band range 5 nm was inserted at the
output of OSSB to reduce ASE noise from amplifiers and to pass all signals. The output signal of OSSB

was sent to AWG via circulator appeared at adjacent port "𝑖 + 1 𝑜𝑟 𝑖 − 1" (up or down wavelength
conversion) of the original signal in AWG. The wavelength converted signal was then reflected back by
the means of mirror for further conversion and next time the converted signal appeared at "𝑖 + 2 𝑜𝑟 𝑖 −
2". This procedure was repeated two times up to 75 GHz conversion. The final wavelength converted
signal was obtained from "𝑖 + 3 𝑜𝑟 𝑖 − 3"port of the AWG. The wavelength converted signals were
detected with heterodyne detection with 7.5 GHz as intermediate frequency. The detected signal were
sampled at 40 Gsa/s with 400k number of points and demodulated, and subsequently constellation, eye
diagram, and bit error rate was measured. In heterodyne detection, signal wavelength was kept higher than
the local wavelength.

Figure 4.14 Input and converted wavelength spectra’s
The experimentally obtained wavelength converted spectra are shown in fig. 4.14. The input wavelength
was converted to both sides (up-and down-conversion). Error free (BER <

for

50k symbols)

wavelength converted signal up to 75 GHz, up and down conversion was achieved. The eye diagram and
constellation of 75 GHz converted signal is shown in fig. 4.15.

Figure 4.15 Eye diagram and constellation 75 GHz conversion (a) down conversion (b) up conversion

Figure 4.16 (a) FWM experimental setup (b) FWM wavelength relationship
To confirm that the spectral inversion does not occur in proposed method of wavelength conversion,
patterns of demodulated I and Q signals were compared with FWM method. Wavelength of QPSK
modulated signal was converted by FWM method (setup shown in fig. 4.16 (a)), wavelength for signal
was set at 1548 nm and pump was set at 1549 nm for the nonlinear media, a 20 km long fiber with 1549
nm zero dispersion wavelength was used as a non-linear medium, which resulted in 2 nm wavelength
conversion and converted signal had 1550 nm wavelength, wavelength relationship can be seen in fig.
4.16 (b). The FWM wavelength converted signal was detected with the heterodyne detection, which was
the same with OSSB case (signal wavelength was set higher than the local wavelength). Detected FWM
wavelength converted signal was demodulated and measured error rate was very high (BER=0.5) because
of spectrum inversion. Patterns of demodulated I and Q signals of OSSB and FWM methods were

compared with input signal in fig. 4.17. It can be seen waveform of Q signal of FWM method went through
inversion, while converted signal by the means of proposed method had the same pattern as the input.
In order to confirm the spectrum inversion, by opposing the order of signal and local in heterodyne
detection (local wavelength was set higher than the signal wavelength), it inverts the spectrum for one
more time and signal become error free.

Figure 4.17 Waveform comparison (a) I signal (b) Q signal
In order to convert large amount of wavelength using proposed scheme it is desired to use high frequency
optical modulator with high modulation frequency and an optical filter of channel spacing equivalent to
modulation frequency. In doing so each time in the loop amount of wavelength conversion would be higher
and desired conversion can be acquired with a few number of rounds in the loop. If the modulation
frequency is kept low for large amount of wavelength conversion, it will require many rounds in the loop
before the targeted wavelength conversion could be achieved, however, each time light signal rounding
the loop will result in narrowing of bandwidth caused by AWG which will ultimately degrade the
waveform. Another factor which can affect the performance is SNR degradation by optical amplifiers in
the loop, SNR degradation can be improved by improving the conversion efficiency of OSSB modulator
and increasing the allowable input power [21]. Moreover wavelength of other formats can also be
converted using proposed scheme such as QAM, it can be understood from wavelength converted signal
as described in Eq. (16). Wavelength of polarization multiplexed QAM for high speed can also be
converted using proposed scheme if two polarizations are separated and wavelength of each polarization
is converted separately, however, the most challenging part would be to recombine two polarization of
wavelength converted signal with same phase.
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Chapter 5 : Laser Phase Noise Estimation and
Cancelation in OFDR
5.1 Introduction
Laser phase noise is an intrinsic phenomenon which is mainly caused by optical phase fluctuation because
of spontaneous emission of the gain medium. Ideally the spectral width of a laser source should be very
small some fraction of Hz but because of phase noise this is always not the case and linewidth of laser is
much broader. The phase fluctuations (phase noise) in laser has been studied from long time [1, 2] and its
effect on the laser line shape and, thus, the linewidth [3, 4]. Correct laser linewidth information which can
be obtained from the laser phase noise is essential in many laser applications i.e. interferometric
application of laser. This laser phase noise is the very same reason restricting the measurable distance in
OFDR and for which a new method to cancel the laser phase noise in OFDR was proposed in this research.
In this part of the thesis a new method to estimate the laser noise is proposed. The proposed method to
estimate laser phase noise is actually extension of DSB-PNC OFDR with some extra signal processing
involved. Since, in DSB-PNC OFDR two detected channels had equal but opposite laser phase noise,
therefore if we estimate the phase of each channel and subtract them, in doing so the same beat frequency
term present in each channel will be canceled out and the remaining term will be purely the laser phase
noise. There could be a few main applications of this estimated phase noise such as it can be used to
measure the laser linewidth and other application could be laser phase noise cancelation in OFDR with
some extra advantages as compare the conventional way of canceling the phase noise by multiplying two
channels. The experimental configuration of phase noise estimation is same to that of DSB-PNC OFDR
with heterodyne detection only extra signal processing is used to estimate the phase of each channel and
estimate the laser phase noise, configuration is shown in fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Laser phase noise estimation configuration

5.2 Laser phase noise estimation principle
As discussed earlier the experimental configuration is exactly same as for DSB-PNC OFDR using
heterodyne detection, therefore two obtained channels photocurrent would be same as described in
heterodyne detection, given below
𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∝ cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + 𝜔+ 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 )

(1)

𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − {𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )} − 𝜔− 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 )

(2)

where 𝜔+ , 𝜔− , 𝜔𝑐 , 𝜔𝑚 , 𝛽 and 𝜃(𝑡) are same as described in theory of DSB-PNC OFDR. The
instantaneous phase of two detected channels were obtained by converting into analytical form. The
Hilbert transform of Eq. (1) and (2) provided the imaginary part (𝐼ℎ ∗ (𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐼𝑙 ∗ (𝑡)) for the complex form
[5, 6, 7]
𝐼ℎ ∗ (𝑡) = 𝐻{𝐼ℎ (𝑡)} = sin(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + 𝜔+ 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2)

(3)

And complex form 𝑍ℎ (𝑡) becomes
2

𝑍ℎ (𝑡) = 𝐼ℎ (𝑡) + 𝑖𝐼ℎ ∗ (𝑡)=𝑒 𝑖(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑡+𝜃(𝑡)−𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜔+ 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇− 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) = 𝑒 𝑖∅ℎ

(4)

Once complex form is obtained, instantaneous phase can be found by
𝐼

∗ (𝑡)

∅ℎ = arctan [ 𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ] = 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + 𝜔+ 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 )
ℎ

(5)

Similarly for lower frequency channel
𝐼 ∗ (𝑡)

∅𝑙 = arctan [ 𝑙 ( ) ]= 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − {𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )} − 𝜔− 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2)
𝐼𝑙 𝑡

(6)

Where ∅ℎ and ∅𝑙 represent instantaneous phases of higher frequency and lower frequency channels
respectively. As it can be seen from Eq. (7) and (8) two estimated phases have same beat frequency terms
and equal but opposite phase noise terms, therefore on subtracting two phases from each other cancelled
out frequency terms and remaining is purely twice of the laser phase noise, which can be divided by two
to cancel the double effect, described as
∅𝑙 −∅ℎ
2

∝ (−𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) − 𝜔𝑐 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

(7)

Where 𝜔𝑐 𝑡 is a constant term and it can be ignored. The above derived is purely laser phase noise. The
relative phase or phase difference of 𝐼ℎ (𝑡) and 𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) can also be obtained directly by [x]
𝐼 ∗(𝑡)𝐼 (𝑡)−𝐼 (𝑡)𝐼 ∗ (𝑡)

∅𝑙 − ∅ℎ ∝ arctan [ 𝑙 (𝑡)𝐼 ℎ(𝑡)+𝐼 ∗𝑙(𝑡)𝐼ℎ∗ (𝑡)]
𝐼𝑙

ℎ

𝑙

(8)

ℎ

We can use estimated phase noise to cancel the laser phase noise in OFDR by multiplying Eq. (6) by Eq.
(9)
∅𝑙 −∅ℎ
)
2

𝑍ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑖∅ℎ ∗ 𝑒 𝑖(

∝ 𝑒 𝑖(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑡+𝜔𝑚 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇− 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇

2)

(9)

As can be seen from above equation phase noise term has been cancelled out and only remaining term is
the beat frequency and other terms are constants. In this paper phase noise cancellation principle described
was same as in previously proposed methods [8, 9] but employed technique for phase noise cancellation
is new. Previously two channels were directly multiplied (Eq. (3) and (4)). The multiplication process
converted the beat frequency to twice of the original beat frequency, because of doubled beat frequency
the minimum required sampling rate was also twice and minimum four times of the original beat frequency
in order to fulfil Nyqusit rate requirement. Higher sampling rate required high speed ADC and additional
noises because of high sampling rate were not favorable for overall results. Moreover higher sampling rate

𝑐𝑓

𝑠
requirement degrades the spatial resolution between two points as is calculated by ∆𝑙 = 4𝑛𝛽𝑁
, where fs is

the sampling frequency of A/D converter and N is the length of data point. The phase noise cancellation
using estimated phase noise gives the beat frequency same as original, hence eliminate requirement of
higher sampling rate.
Phase noise estimation method was checked using simulation, shown in fig. 5.2. Two channels like Eq.
(3) and (4) were assumed and theoretically generated phase noise was introduced, the sweep rate set was
1000 GHz and instantaneous phase of each channel was estimated as described in Eq. (7) and (8). The
relative difference of two extracted phases provided estimated laser phase noise as in Eq. (9) and
comparison with the applied phase noise was in a good agreement.

Figure 5.2 Theoretically generated phase noise (blue) and estimated phase noise (green)

5.3 Phase noise estimation experimental results
Since proposed method to estimate laser phase noise is based on DSB-PNC OFDR, therefore DSB-SC
modulation and its treatment is same as mentioned in the heterodyne detection technique. The proposed
scheme of laser phase noise estimation was verified with experiment. The photocurrent of two channels
was detected in the experiment which was converted into digital format using 16 bit A/D converter. The
obtained data of two channels was saved into computer for further processing. The instantaneous phase of
each channel data was estimated using Hilbert transformation same as shown in the configuration. The
recovered phase was confined between 𝜋 and −𝜋, an unwrapping process was needed to remove the

discontinuities and retrieve continues phase. Estimated phase noise was the relative phase of two detected
signals as shown in Eq. (7). The accuracy of the estimated phase noise was confirmed with cancelation of
the phase noise in OFDR using the estimated laser phase noise.

4.3.1 Laser phase noise estimation
The digital data generated from photocurrent of each channel was brought into computer for further signal
processing. Phase information of each channel was obtained by taking their Hilbert transform. Since two
channels had same frequency components but opposite phase noise as in (3) and (4), therefore on
subtracting unwrapped version of phase of one channel from the unwrapped version of phase of another
channel, cancelled out all the frequency components, leaving only phase noise, shown in fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Phase noise estimation (a) Phase of channel 1. (b) Phase of channel 2. (c) Estimated phase
noise

4.3.2 Laser phase noise cancelation using estimated phase noise
Subtracting estimated phases of two channels cancelled out frequency terms and the remaining was purely
laser phase noise as described in Eq. (9). The subtrahend channel in the process of phase estimation has
same phase noise as estimated one but opposite in sign. Therefore if we multiply estimated phase noise
with subtrahend channel, phase noise is cancelled out and the remaining is the only beat frequency same
as Eq. (11), shown in fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Phase noise cancellation in OFDR (a) Subtrahend channel (b) estimated phase noise (c) phase
noise cancellation in 20 km long fiber
As it can be seen from the fig. 5.4 (a) the reflection peak is very broad and completely buried inside the
phase noise. After multiplying the same channel signal with estimated phase noise, the present phase noise
in that channel cancelled out completely and reflection peak become very clear and sharp. The obtained
beat frequency is same as original without double effect, therefore does not require higher sampling rate.
Moreover, phase noise cancellation through estimated laser phase noise also confirms the accuracy of
proposed method of laser phase noise estimation.

5.4 Discussion
The proposed scheme to estimate lase phase noise can be used mainly for measuring spectral width of
laser source. Laser phase noise cancelation in OFDR by estimated phase noise can also be another
application of the proposed method and it is also demonstrated there are some advantages if the laser phase
noise is canceled by estimated laser phase noise. However, there are some limitation with proposed scheme
to cancel laser phase noise in OFDR using estimated phase noise. Proposed technique can cancel the phase
noise in OFDR only if single reflection peak exist. Therefore this technique can only be used in OFDR
applications involving single reflection peak i.e. fiber sensing, chromatic dispersion measurement. If more
than one reflection peak exist the estimated phase noise will be composed of phase noise from all the
reflection points and on multiplying with one of the channel each reflection will be multiplied with phase

noise from all the reflections. In such a case, when more than one reflection exist the only way to cancel
laser phase noise is to multiply two channels and in doing so an additional peak (ghost peak) will appear
between real reflection peaks. The ghost peak problem can be solved by using phase modulation with
spread code [10].
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Chapter 6 : Discussion and Future Works
6.1 Discussion
Proposed DSB-PNC OFDR is capable of performing measurements beyond the laser coherence length.
The feasibility of the proposed OFDR has been demonstrated through various experiments such as
detecting breakpoints, measuring fiber temperature dependence, chromatic dispersion measurement. If
there is more than one breakpoint exist in FUT, the backscattered power will have reflections from more
than one location, in normal case when the spectrum of OFDR backscattered signal is obtained it shows
two reflections at their corresponding originating locations. However, in the DSB-PNC OFDR this is not
the case, since two channels are multiplied in order to cancel the laser phase noise therefore if each
channels contains reflection power from more than one location and when two channels are multiplied
with each other, as a result an unwanted peak (cross term) appears between two reflection peaks. It can
be understood from fig. 6.1, where reflection peaks from same breakpoint location are multiplied with
each other as a result phase noise is canceled out but at the same time reflection peaks from two different
location are also multiplied with each other, as a result an unwanted peak appears between them with the
phase noise equal to the difference of phase noises in two real peaks. In order to understand the
mathematical explanation, let’s consider DSB-SC modulated signal as described in chapter 3 Eq. (1), then
backscattered signal considering from two breakpoints at propagation delay 𝜏1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜏2 can be described
as below
𝐸𝐵𝑠 (𝑡) =
𝛼2 𝐸0
2√2

𝛼1 𝐸0
2√2

2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

{e𝑗(𝜔+ (𝑡−𝜏1 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏1 )
2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

{e𝑗(𝜔+ (𝑡−𝜏2 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏2 )

2 ))

1 ))

2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

+ e𝑗(𝜔− (𝑡−𝜏1 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏1 )
2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

+ e𝑗(𝜔− (𝑡−𝜏2 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏)

2 ))

1 ))

}+

}

(1)

And obtained photo currents of low frequency and high frequency channels only considering beat
frequency and phase noise without constants can be derived as
𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∝ 𝛼1 cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏1 𝑡 + ∅1 ) + 𝛼2 cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏2 𝑡 + ∅2 )

(3)

𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ 𝛼1 cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏1 𝑡 + ∅3 ) + 𝛼2 cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏2 𝑡 + ∅4 )

(4)

Where ∅1 = 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏1 ) , ∅2 = 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏2 ), ∅3 = −{𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏1 )} 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∅4 =
−{𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏2 )}, when two channels are multiplied the obtained signal is like below
𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∗ 𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ) ∝ 𝛼1 2 cos(4𝜋𝛽𝜏1 𝑡) + 𝛼2 2 cos(4𝜋𝛽𝜏2 𝑡) + 𝛼1 𝛼2 cos(4𝜋𝛽(𝜏1 − 𝜏2 )𝑡 + ∅1 −
∅4 )+𝛼2 𝛼1 cos(4𝜋𝛽(𝜏2 − 𝜏1 )𝑡 + ∅2 − ∅3 )

(5)

Figure 6.1 Two breakpoints scenario
In derived equation above the first and second terms are the two reflection peaks at two different locations
without any phase noise and the third and fourth terms are the cross term which will appear between two
reflection peaks with phase noise equal to difference of phase noises at two reflecting points. Fig. 6.2 is
the experimental result of the phenomenon described above. In this experiment two reflection peaks at 1
km apart from each other were detected, as it can be seen two reflecting points peaks are clear and cross
term (ghost peak) exist between them with phase noise.

Figure 6.2 Two reflections 1 km apart from each other with a cross term between them
To solve this cross term problem a method was proposed [1] using spread spectrum, in which the phase
of DSB-SC modulated signal was modulated with spreading code. The received signal from the spread
spectrum technique has spreaded spectrum as a result the cross term is concealed in the spectrum and only
reflection points appear.

6.2 Future works
The proposed theories in this thesis can be improved in terms of performance and there can be other
applications for the DSB-PNC OFDR. Three possible future works are identified in this work which are
described below.

6.2.1 Long range distributed optical sensing
Application of optical fiber in distributed optical sensing is a hot research topic in present times. There are
a few advantages of using optical fiber over conventional sensors, such as optical fiber is robust, immune
to external inference, provide distributed sensing. Recently, several techniques to use optical fiber as a
sensors have been proposed. One technique to use optical fiber in distributed sensing is to measure the
change in backscattered light pattern which can show accordance to the change in external environment
such as temperature, strain, vibration [2, 3]. The backscattered pattern of every fiber is same all the time
unless some external conditions are not changed or it can also be said as backscattered pattern of optical
fiber is like its finger prints. Therefore, backscattered light can be considered as weak FBG which changes
with the condition applied are changed. One technique using cross correlation can perform distributed
sensing, in which backscattered light of each section taken at two different times are cross correlated, if
external condition applied over optical fiber is not changed the correlation value for all the fiber sections

will remain high. If applied conditions are changed at any of the fiber section the backscattered pattern
from that section will be changed from the one measured at earlier time and change in pattern can be
recorded by obtaining reduced correlation value. This can be understood from fig. 6.3, where temperature
applied on section 2 is changed at time 2 which will change the backscattered pattern from that section as
compare to time 1, when backscattered pattern of same section taken at two different times are correlated
the value obtained can give information of change in the temperature.

Figure 6.3 Backscattered light pattern in optical fiber as temperature applied at two different times
The backscattered pattern of an optical fiber is very sensitive which can be easily destroyed by different
noises, therefore neutralizing all the possible noises is important. Since phase noise is not influential up to
laser coherence length, however, beyond the laser coherence it increases drastically which can destroy the
backscattered pattern, hence the correlation. Therefore optical fiber sensing is limited to short distance or
within the laser coherence length, the longest optical fiber sensing reported was around 12 km [2]. For
health monitoring of large structures such as bridges, tunnels, buildings need a long range sensing
capability and DSB-PNC OFDR can be a right candidate for long range optical sensing because the phase
noise influence is nullified which makes measurements beyond laser coherence length possible.
6.2.2 Frequency span broadening up to 12-times
A new method to increase frequency sweep span up to 3- times was proposed, as a result the spatial
resolution was increase 3-times because there is a direct link between spatial resolution and frequency
sweep span. The proposed method to increase spatial resolution was based on FWM and it is possible to

create cascaded two stages of FWM [4, 5]. In proposed method only one stage of FWM was created and
obtained frequency span was broadened by 3-times in the form of newly generated two FWM frequency
components. If both FWM components are separated using an optical filter and coupled together and used
as two individual light signals for a cascaded second stage of FWM, it can result in two more new FWM
frequencies with 9-times frequency sweep span broadening, if we consider Eq. (5) and (6) of chapter 4 as
two signals and passed them through nonlinear medium obtained new frequency components can be
described as below
2
∗
𝐸(𝑡)𝐹𝑊𝑀2 = 𝐸𝐹𝑊𝑀
. 𝐸𝐹𝑊𝑀′
∝ |𝐸𝑖2 |2 [e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +9𝜔𝑚 )𝑡+9𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

2
∗
𝐸(𝑡)𝐹𝑊𝑀2′ = 𝐸𝐹𝑊𝑀′
. 𝐸𝐹𝑊𝑀
∝ |𝐸𝑖2 ′|2 [e𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −9𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−9𝜋𝛽𝑡

]

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

(6)
]

(7)

Where 𝐸(𝑡)𝐹𝑊𝑀2 and 𝐸(𝑡)𝐹𝑊𝑀2′ are newly created FWM signals after second stage. The frequency
broadening in first stage was 3-times and second stage resulted in 9-times of frequency span broadening,
therefore the total frequency span was broadened by 12-times. Hence if cascaded two stages of FWM are
created using proposed method frequency sweep span broadening capability can be increased from 3-times
to 12-times.The configuration of two stages of FWM method can be seen in fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.4 Frequency sweep span broadening based on cascaded two stages of FWM and DSB-SC
modulation

6.2.3 Laser Spectral width measurement
Measuring laser linewidth has never been an easy task, especially with narrow linewidth lasers because
finite delay cannot realize complete de-correlation. There are many techniques to measure laser linewidth,

measurement of laser linewidth using self-heterodyne or self-homodyne interferometry using a long
optical delay is satisfactory method, however, in order to measure narrower linewidth by self-delayed
heterodyne requires very long fiber delay as the coherence length of narrow linewidth laser is long. In this
work a new method was proposed to estimate laser phase noise which can be used to measure the laser
linewidth. The spectral analysis of estimated phase noise can reveal linewidth information. Since phase
noise undergoes a random walk and the phase change follows Gaussian distribution, and laser linewidth
can be known from the Gaussian distribution of estimated laser phase noise, as shown in fig. 6.5. In
particular, the laser line width ∆𝑣 is determined by the magnitude of the phase noise. This relationship
between phase noise and linewidth is described analytically in the form of usual expression for the mean
square error accumulated in a time 𝜏
𝜎 2 (𝜏) = 2𝜋∆𝑣𝜏

Figure 6.5 Density distribution of estimated phase noise, follows Gaussian distribution
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Appendix A
Here photo current equations for heterodyne detection are derived in detail.
DSB-SC Modulated light
𝐸(𝑡) = {𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐+𝜔𝑚

)𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

+ 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐−𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

}

Modulated light divided into two arms as below
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡) = {𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚

)𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝑡) = {𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚

+ 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

)(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

}
2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

+ 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

Before detection two sidebands are separated using optical filter in lower and higher frequency
Lower Frequency components
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡) = 𝑒

𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇)−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

Higher Frequency components
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑒

𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚 )𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑒

𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

And two separated frequency components are detected separately in a balance detector
Detected combined light with Lower Frequency Components
𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡)|

2

2

= |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡)| + |𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡)|2 + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡)∗ . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡)∗ (1)
For |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡)|
2

2

|𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡)| = 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡)∗ = 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐−𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

∗ 𝑒 −𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

=1

}

For |𝐸𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑙 (𝑡)|2
|𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡)|2 = 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡). 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡)∗
=𝑒
∗𝑒

𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

−𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

=1

For 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡)∗
2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡)∗ = 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

= 𝑒 𝑗(𝜔𝑐 𝑡−𝜔𝑚 𝑡−𝜔𝑐 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 +𝜔𝑚 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇−𝜋𝛽𝑡
= 𝑒 𝑗(−(𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚

2 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏

𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

𝐹𝑈𝑇

∗ 𝑒 −𝑗((𝜔𝑐−𝜔𝑚

2 +2𝜋𝛽𝜏

)𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜔𝑐 𝑡+𝜔𝑚 𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 −𝜃(𝑡))

)𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 +2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜃(𝑡))

= 𝑒 𝑗(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜃(𝑡)+∅1 )
Where ∅1 = −(𝜔𝑐 − 𝜔𝑚 )𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2
For 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡)∗ . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡)
𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡)∗ . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡) = 𝑒

=𝑒
= 𝑒 −𝑗(−(𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚

−𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

∗𝑒

𝑗((𝜔𝑐 −𝜔𝑚)𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

𝑗(−𝜔𝑐 𝑡+𝜔𝑚 𝑡+𝜔𝑐 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 −𝜔𝑚 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 +𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 + 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 −2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡−𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜔𝑐 𝑡−𝜔𝑚 𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

)𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 +2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜃(𝑡))

= 𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜃(𝑡)+∅1)
Putting all the calculated values in Eq. (1) and ignoring DC terms
𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑙 (𝑡)|

2

= 1 + 1 + 𝑒 𝑗(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜃(𝑡)+∅1) + 𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜃(𝑡)+∅1)
𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) − 𝜃(𝑡) + ∅1 )
Detected combined light with Higher Frequency Components

(2)

𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∝ |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡)|

2

2

= |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡)| + |𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡)|2 + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡)∗ . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡)∗

(3)

2

For |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡)|
2

|𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡)| = 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡)∗ = 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚

)𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

∗ 𝑒 −𝑗((𝜔𝑐+𝜔𝑚

)𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

=1

For |𝐸𝐹𝑢𝑡ℎ (𝑡)|2
|𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡)|2 = 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡). 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡)∗
=𝑒

𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

∗ 𝑒 −𝑗((𝜔𝑐+𝜔𝑚

)(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

=1

For 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡)∗
𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡)∗ = 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐+𝜔𝑚

)(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

= 𝑒 𝑗(𝜔𝑐 𝑡+𝜔𝑚 𝑡−𝜔𝑐𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 −𝜔𝑚 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 +𝜋𝛽𝑡
=𝑒

2 + 𝜋𝛽𝜏

𝐹𝑈𝑇

∗ 𝑒 −𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚

2 −2𝜋𝛽𝜏

)𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜔𝑐 𝑡−𝜔𝑚 𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 −𝜃(𝑡))

𝑗(−(𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚 )𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 + 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 −2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡+𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜃(𝑡))

= 𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡−𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜃(𝑡)+∅2)
Where ∅2 = (𝜔𝑐 + 𝜔𝑚 )𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2
For 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡)∗ . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡)
𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡)∗ . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑒

−𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚 )(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))

= 𝑒 𝑗(−𝜔𝑐𝑡−𝜔𝑚 𝑡+𝜔𝑐 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇+𝜔𝑚 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 −𝜋𝛽𝑡
= 𝑒 𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚

2 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏

𝐹𝑈𝑇

∗𝑒

2 +2𝜋𝛽𝜏

𝑗((𝜔𝑐 +𝜔𝑚 )𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 +𝜃(𝑡))

𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡−𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜔𝑐 𝑡+𝜔𝑚 𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡

)𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2 +2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡−𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜃(𝑡))

= 𝑒 𝑗(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑡−𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜃(𝑡)+∅2 )
Similarly inserting all the calculated values in Eq.3 and ignoring DC terms

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

2

𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∝ |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓ℎ (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇ℎ (𝑡)| = 1 + 1 + 𝑒 𝑗(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡−𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜃(𝑡)+∅2) +
𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡−𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜃(𝑡)+∅2)
𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∝ cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + 𝜃(𝑡) + ∅2 )
∝ cos(2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − {𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) − 𝜃(𝑡)} + ∅2 )

(4)

As Eq. (2) and Eq. (4) has same frequency components and equal but opposite phase noise, therefor phase
is noise term canceled out on multiplying two equations together, as below
𝐼ℎ (𝑡) ∗ 𝐼𝑙 (𝑡) ∝ cos(4𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + ∅1 + ∅2 )
∅1 &∅2 are constant terms so can be ignored.

Appendix B
Here photo current equations of phase diversity are derived in detail
After modulating light source by double side band suppress carrier, the optical field we get is like below
𝐸(𝑡) =

𝐸𝑜
2

{𝑒 𝑗(𝜔+ 𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

+ 𝑒 𝑗(𝜔− 𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

}

(1)

Linearly polarized reference light signal is divided into two inphase signals 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐵 (𝑡) in
90 degree hybrid, they are described below
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡) =

1

𝐸(𝑡)

√2
1

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡) =

1

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡)= 𝐸(𝑡)
2

√2

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐵 (𝑡) =

𝐸𝑜
4

{𝑒 𝑗(𝜔+ 𝑡+𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

+ 𝑒 𝑗(𝜔− 𝑡−𝜋𝛽𝑡

2 +𝜃(𝑡))

}=

𝐸𝑜
4

{𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝑟1 + 𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝑟2 }

(2)

Circularly polarized backscattered light from FUT is divided into two 90 degree out of phase signals
𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐵 (𝑡) in 90 degree hybrid, which are represented as below
𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝑡) =

𝛼

𝐸(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )

√2

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡) =

1
√2

𝛼
𝐸(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )
2

𝐸𝑜 𝑗(𝜔+ (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇)2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ))
2
))
{𝑒
+ 𝑒 𝑗(𝜔− (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇)−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 }
4

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝛼
=𝛼

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇 (𝑡) =

𝐸𝑜
4

𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐵 (𝑡) = 𝛼

{𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝐹1 + 𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝐹2 }

𝜋
𝐸𝑜 𝑗(𝜔+ (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇)2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+𝜋)
𝑗(𝜔− (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )−𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 +𝜃(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+ )
2 +𝑒
2 }
{𝑒
4

=𝛼

𝐸𝑜
4

{𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝐹3 + 𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝐹3 }

where 𝛼 is the fiber loss and the reflectivity of the reflected signal
and

(3)

(4)

𝜔+ = 𝜔𝑐 + 𝜔𝑚 ,

𝜔− = 𝜔𝑐 − 𝜔𝑚

𝜃𝑟1 = 𝜔+ 𝑡 + 𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 + 𝜃(𝑡),

𝜃𝑟2 = 𝜔− 𝑡 − 𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 + 𝜃(𝑡)

𝜃𝐹1 = 𝜔+ (𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + 𝜋𝛽(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )
𝜃𝐹2 = 𝜔− (𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) − 𝜋𝛽(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )
𝜋

𝜃𝐹3 = 𝜔+ (𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + 𝜋𝛽(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+2

𝜋

𝜃𝐹4 = 𝜔− (𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) − 𝜋𝛽(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )2 + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+2

As it should be noted here that 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡) are two inphase light signals and
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐵 (𝑡) & 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐵 (𝑡) are two 𝜋/2 out of phase signals. Two inphase signals are detected together in a
balance detector, as shown below
𝐼𝐼 (𝑡) ∝ |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡)|

2

2

= |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡)| + |𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡)|2 + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡)∗ . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡)∗

(5)

Here
2

|𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡)| = |
=

2
𝐸𝑜 𝑗𝜃
𝐸𝑜 2
{𝑒 𝑟1 + 𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝑟2 }| =
{1 + 1 + 𝑒 𝑗(𝜃𝑟1 −𝜃𝑟2 ) + 𝑒 𝑗(𝜃𝑟2 −𝜃𝑟1 ) }
4
16

𝐸𝑜 2
16

2

2

{1 + 1 + 𝑒 𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 𝑡+2𝜋𝛽𝑡 ) + 𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 𝑡+2𝜋𝛽𝑡 ) }

(6)

Similarly
|𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡)|2 = |𝛼

=𝛼 2

`

𝐸𝑜
4

𝐸𝑜 2
16

2

{𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝐹1 + 𝑒 𝑗𝜃𝐹2 }| = 𝛼 2

𝐸𝑜 2
16

{1 + 1 + 𝑒 𝑗(𝜃𝐹1 −𝜃𝐹2) + 𝑒 𝑗(𝜃𝐹2−𝜃𝐹1) }

2

{1 + 1 + 𝑒 𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+2𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) ) +
2

𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+2𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) ) }

(7)

After ignoring DC components Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) becomes
2

|𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡)| ∝

𝐸𝑜 2
16

2

2

{𝑒 𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 𝑡+2𝜋𝛽𝑡 ) + 𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 𝑡+2𝜋𝛽𝑡 ) }

(8)

|𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡)|2 ∝ 𝛼 2

𝐸𝑜 2
16

2

2

{𝑒 𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+2𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇) ) + 𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+2𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇) ) }

(9)

And
𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡). 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡)∗ = 𝛼

𝐸𝑜 2
16

{ 𝑒 −𝑗𝐴 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝐵 +𝑒 𝑗𝐶 + 𝑒 𝑗𝐷 }

(10)

{𝑒 𝑗𝐴 + 𝑒 𝑗𝐵 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝐶 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝐷 }

(11)

While
𝐸𝐹𝑈𝑇𝐴 (𝑡)∗. 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝛼

𝐸𝑜 2
16

where
𝐴 = 𝜃𝑟1 − 𝜃𝐹1 = 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + ∅2
𝐵 = 𝜃𝑟2 − 𝜃𝐹2 = 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 − 𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) − ∅1
𝐶 = 𝜃𝑟1 − 𝜃𝐹2 = 2𝜔𝑚 𝑡 − 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 2𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 + 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) + ∅1
𝐷 = 𝜃𝑟2 − 𝜃𝐹1 = 2𝜔𝑚 𝑡 − 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 𝑡 + 2𝜋𝛽𝑡 2 − 𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜃(𝑡 − 𝜏F𝑈𝑇 ) − ∅2
∅1 = 𝜔− 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 + 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2, ∅2 = 𝜔+ 𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 − 𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 2
After putting all simplified terms in Eq. (5), it becomes
𝐼𝐼 (𝑡) ∝

𝐸𝑜 2
16

2

2

{𝑒 𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 𝑡+2𝜋𝛽𝑡 ) + 𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 𝑡+2𝜋𝛽𝑡 ) }+ 𝛼 2
2

𝑒 −𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+2𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) ) } + 𝛼

𝐸𝑜 2
16

𝐸𝑜 2
16

2

{𝑒 𝑗(2𝜔𝑚 (𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 )+2𝜋𝛽(𝑡−𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 ) ) +

{𝑒 −𝑗𝐴 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝐵 +𝑒 𝑗𝐶 + 𝑒 𝑗𝐷 + 𝑒 𝑗𝐴 + 𝑒 𝑗𝐵 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝐶 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝐷 }(12)

As in our experiment the 𝜔𝑚 has frequency in GHz, while 2𝜋𝛽𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑇 is in MHz. Therefore after passing
signal through low pas filter and filtering out GHz frequency terms, only low frequency terms will remain,
which are A and B. Then Eq. (12) will become
𝐼𝐼 (𝑡) ∝ 𝛼

𝐸𝑜 2

𝐼𝐼 (𝑡) ∝ 𝛼

16

{𝑒 −𝑗𝐴 + 𝑒 𝑗𝐵 + 𝑒 𝑗𝐴 + 𝑒 𝑗−𝐵 }

𝐸𝑜 2

{2cos(𝐴) +2cos (B)} = 𝛼
16

𝐸𝑜 2
8

{cos(𝐴) +cos (B)}

(13)
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